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& Money Management, LLC. If you have any questions about the contents of this brochure, please
contact us at 504.831.4636 ext. 5 or email us at info@regattaresearch.com. Reference made to the firm
as being “registered” does not imply any particular level of skill or training. The information in this
brochure has not been approved or verified by the United States Securities and Exchange Commission
or by any state securities authority.

Additional information about Regatta Research & Money Management LLC also is available on the
SECs website at www.adviserinfo.sec.gov.

ITEM 2: Material Changes from Last Brochure:
This Item 2 is used to provide our clients with a summary of new and/or updated information.
Consistent with SEC rules, we seek to ensure that our clients receive a summary of any material
changes to this and subsequent Brochures within 120 days of the close of our business fiscal year.
Furthermore, we will provide interim disclosure regarding material changes as necessary.
The last annual update of this Brochure was filed by Regatta Research & Money Management, LLC
(“Regatta”) with the SEC in March 2017. Please review carefully the following material changes that
have been made since the last update:

There are no material changes since the last annual update.
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ITEM 4: Advisory Business
Regatta Research & Money Management, LLC (Regatta) provides fee-only investment advisory
services, more specifically financial planning, asset allocation and investment management
services. The principal owners of Regatta Research & Money Management LLC are Eric A.
Greschner and Rudy J. Blanchard. Regatta Research & Money Management LLC has been in
business since 1998. Regatta Research & Money Management, L.L.C. does not offer tax,
accounting, estate planning, or legal advice. Investment management services may be provided
directly in-house or outsourced to third party managers. These investment portfolios offer a
wide range of risk and performance objectives. Regatta may also suggest that clients use a
custodian other than a broker-dealer, such as a bank or trust company. All such custodians are
unaffiliated with Regatta and contract directly with the Client.
PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT AND ASSET ALLOCATION SERVICES:
Regatta provides ongoing portfolio management and asset allocation services to each client
based on the individual needs of the client. Through personal discussions in which goals and
objectives based on a client's particular circumstances are established, Regatta develops a client’s
investment strategy and creates and manages a portfolio based on that strategy. Regatta primarily
manages advisory accounts on a discretionary basis. Account supervision is guided by the
objectives of the client.
Regatta will create a portfolio consisting of one or all of the following, as appropriate: individual
equities, bonds, no-load or load-waived mutual funds, ETFs, as well as third party money
managers and strategies that will manage the client’s portfolio or a portion thereof thorough a
separate account. If appropriate, alternative investments such as structured products, Reg. D
private placements, Limited Liability Corporations (LLC), Business Development Corporations
(BDC), insurance products, etc. may be utilized.
Based on the client’s needs, time frames, liquidity requirements, downside risk and return
targets, desired level of diversification, level of knowledge and experience, alternative asset
classes such as hedge funds, private equity, real estate, credit, and commodities may also be
utilized.
Individual investments, strategies and/or third party managers will be selected on the basis of any
or all of the following criteria: the investment’s performance history; the industry sector in which
the fund invests; the track record of the manager generally over the full market cycle; the fund's
investment objectives; the fund manager’s strategy and philosophy; the magnitude and frequency
of any losses during previous market declines; the fund's management fee structure; degree of
correlation; and the investment’s role in the overall portfolio. Portfolio weighting between funds,
third party managers, and market sectors will be determined by each client's individual needs and
circumstances.
Regatta’s approach to managing a client’s portfolio is generally to create a custom tailored asset
allocation and diversified portfolio utilizing a client’s risk profile, financial planning goals and
time frame, targeted return and downside risk targets, liquidity needs, time frame, and net worth,
among others.
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Although investment risk cannot be eliminated, Regatta also generally employs one or more
basic investment strategies to help manage both systemic risk (risk affecting the economy as a
whole) and non-systemic risk (risks that affect a small part of the economy, or even a single
company).
•

Asset Allocation: By including different asset classes in a client’s portfolio (for example
stocks, bonds, real estate, cash, and alternatives), the probability increases that some
investments will provide satisfactory returns even if others are flat or losing value.

•

Diversification: To increase diversification, investments allocated to a particular asset class,
such as stocks, are spread among various categories of investments that belong to that asset
class. Finally, while diversification can reduce risk and volatility better than nondiversification, it can fail during periods of extreme market stress such as the 2008-2009
financial crisis when asset classes that had historically performed differently from each other
moved in tandem.

•

Hedging: The use of options or other derivatives or their economic equivalent via a mutual
fund, ETF, or structured product that invests directly or indirectly in such instruments can
provide additional ways to manage risk. However, such strategies typically add (often
significantly) to the costs of investments, which reduces returns. In addition, hedging
typically involves speculative, higher risk activity such as short selling (buying or selling
securities you do not own) or investing in illiquid securities. There is also no guarantee that
changes in the value of a hedging instrument may not match those of the investment being
hedged and may not be successful in limiting losses.

Clients will have the opportunity to place reasonable restrictions on the types of investments
which will be made on the client's behalf.
Clients will retain individual ownership of all securities.
If Regatta believes that a particular investment is performing inadequately, or if Regatta believes
that a different investment is more suitable for the portfolio's goals, then Regatta will reinvest the
client’s assets accordingly pursuant to the discretionary authority granted by the client.
To ensure that Regatta's initial determination of an asset allocation continues to be suitable and
that the client's accounts continues to be managed in a manner fitting the client's financial
circumstances, Regatta will maintain client suitability information in the client's file and requests
that the client promptly contact Regatta in the event of a material change to his/her financial
circumstances. (See Item 8 of this Brochure for more information regarding our methods of
analysis and strategies used in managing client accounts as well as the risks inherent in these
approaches).
MONEY MANAGER PROGRAMS:
In addition to its own portfolio management services, Regatta provides access to investment
service programs in which client accounts are managed by independent third party investment
advisers. These programs provide additional investment opportunities among mutual funds,
stocks, bonds, and additional securities.
Based on a client's individual circumstances and needs, Regatta will recommend an appropriate
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investment program to the client. Factors considered in making this recommendation include
account size, risk tolerance, client preference, and the investment philosophy of the third party
manager. Third party managers and investment programs are summarized in Item 8 of this
Brochure. Regatta will assist the client in reviewing the client's investment objectives, risk
tolerance, liquidity requirements, investment restrictions and other relevant factors. Regatta will
provide requested information to third party managers as requested.
Regatta will meet with the client on a regular basis, communicate via e-mail or on the phone, or
as determined by the client, to review the account.
Regatta will also provide updated information about clients' financial circumstances as necessary
to third party managers.
Regatta will monitor strategies, investments, and third party managers at least quarterly and will
rebalance and replace as appropriate. (See Item 13 of this Brochure for more information
regarding account reviews and reviewers).
FINANCIAL PLANNING SERVICES:
Regatta also provides advice in the form of a Financial Plan. Clients utilizing this service will
receive a written report, providing the client with a detailed financial plan designed to achieve
his or her stated financial goals and objectives.
In general, the financial plan may address any or all of the following areas of concern:
•

PERSONAL: Budgeting, financial goals, and time frames.

•

EDUCATION: State savings, 529 plans, and general assistance in projecting educational
needs and savings

•

TAX & CASH FLOW: Tax efficiency of taxable investments and savings via qualified
accounts

•

RETIREMENT: Analysis of current strategies and investment plans to help the client
achieve his or her retirement goals.

•

INVESTMENTS: Analysis of investment alternatives and their effect on a client's
portfolio.

If a Client utilizes the financial planning service, Regatta gathers information gathered includes a
client's current financial status, future goals and attitudes towards risk. Related documents
supplied by the client are carefully reviewed, including a questionnaire completed by the client,
and a written report is prepared. Should a client choose to implement the recommendations
contained in the plan, Regatta suggests the client work closely with his/her attorney, accountant,
insurance agent, and/or stockbroker. Implementation of financial plan recommendations is
entirely at the client's discretion.
Financial Planning recommendations are not limited to any specific product or service offered by
a broker dealer or insurance company. All recommendations are of a generic nature.
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CONSULTING:
Clients can also receive investment advice on a more limited basis. This may include advice on
an isolated area(s) of concern such as retirement planning, reviewing a client's existing portfolio,
or any other specific topic. Additionally, Regatta may provide advice on non-securities matters.
As of December 31st, 2017 Regatta had $135,296,630.27 in assets under management.

ITEM 5: Fees and Compensation
PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT AND ASSET ALLOCATION SERVICES:
(1) Regatta’s management fees are negotiable from the inception of and during the execution
of the management agreement and are applied to all assets under management at Regatta
including active and passively managed vehicles, concentrated and alternative liquid and
illiquid positions, in house managed portfolios, and those outsourced to a third party
money manager.
(2) Fees are due and payable in advance on the first day of the month that begins a new
calendar quarter. Regatta deducts fees from clients’ assets or directly bills clients for fees
incurred. Clients may select either method. The fees are either directly billed or more
often deducted directly from clients’ account(s) and a billing statement is sent to the
owner of the account on a quarterly basis. Annual fees range from 1/4% to 2% of the
client’s assets under management. One quarter (1/4) of the annual management fee is
charged in advance for the upcoming quarter. Clients whose funds are submitted for
management after the last day of the previous quarter but before the first day of the last
month of the current quarter are billed on a pro-rata basis for the remaining days of the
current quarter. Only additions over ten thousand dollars, whether in one deposit or
multiple deposits, will be billed pro-rata. For additions that do not meet the di minimus
exception, there will be no pro-rata charge.
(3) Fees depend on a variety of factors including, but not limited to: the nature of the Client's
goals and circumstances, the amount of the Client’s assets managed by Regatta, changes
in the Client's risk profile, increased or decreased allocations towards fixed income or
stocks and alternatives, number of accounts, increases or decreases in the Client's nondiscretionary activity, increases or decreases in the Client’s assets managed by Regatta,
the amount of initial and ongoing work required by Regatta, Regatta's desire to
strengthen and maintain the client relationship, the introduction of new trading platforms
or investments, etc.

(4) At Regatta's sole discretion the money management fee may be reduced or waived for
certain classes of clients such as current or former employees, relatives, solicitors, clients
who are experiencing economic hardships, etc.
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(5) In the event of Client termination, Regatta will calculate the fee to be refunded to the
Client using a daily basis calculation to the end of the quarter in which the management
fee was paid.
(6) In addition to Regatta’s fees as set forth above, Clients utilizing the services of a third
party manager will separately incur the fees charged by the third party. If a third party
manager is utilized, this layering of fees will lower the client’s overall return.
For additional information on fees, see Investor Bulletin: How Fees and Expenses Affect Your
Investment Portfolio @ www.sec.gov.
FINANCIAL PLANNING SERVICES:
Financial planning fees will be calculated based on a charge of $200 to $300 per hour depending
on the nature and complexity of the individual client's personal circumstances. The length of
time it will take to provide a financial plan will depend on each client's personal situation. All
fees are agreed upon prior to entering into a contract with any client. Fees are due and payable
upon completion of the plan. There is no minimum financial planning fee.
If a Financial Planning Services client implements investment recommendations by engaging
Regatta for Portfolio Management Services, Regatta may, at its discretion, waive, discount, or
adjust Financial Planning fees for Portfolio Management Services fee.
CONSULTING SERVICES:
For consulting services, Regatta charges fees ranging from $200 to $400 per hour depending on
the nature and complexity of the task. Fees for consulting services are charged after services are
rendered and are non-refundable.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON FEES AND EXPENSES:
For purposes of the following discussion, unless otherwise specified, the term “investment”
includes among other vehicles: mutual funds, exchange traded products, stocks, options, bonds,
certificates of deposit, hedge funds, managed commodity pools, non-publicly traded REITs,
limited partnerships, private placements, annuity sub-accounts, structured products, insurance or
other investment products having unit values determined on a daily basis, quarterly basis, etc.
Investment vehicles such as mutual funds, variable annuity sub-accounts, Exchange Traded Fund
products, managed futures, hedge funds, REIT companies, etc. charge a fee which is assessed as
an expense on an ongoing basis and are paid from Clients’ assets. Such fees include
administrative fees, management fees, shareholder servicing fees and certain other fees, etc. all
of which reduce the net asset value of the shares of the investment vehicle utilized.

Clients of Regatta who are invested in these vehicles are, in effect, paying two advisory fees.
Clients pay a management fee to Regatta based on the market value of the Client's assets under
Regatta's management and Clients indirectly or in some cases directly, pay additional fees and
expenses to the mutual fund, annuity company, ETF sponsor, REIT, separately managed
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accounts, hedge fund sponsors, etc, on the underlying investment as disclosed in the prospectus
and related disclosure documents. Furthermore, variable annuities charge additional expenses in
the same manner, including mortality and administrative charges. Additionally, custodians such
as Fidelity, Jefferson National, Wells, CNL, etc. may charge an annual maintenance fee
depending on the account type, size of the account, whether or not the account has systematic
investing plan, whether it is a conventional or alternative investment, etc. There are fees
associated with TransAmerica RetireOne and Advisor Elite variable annuities for insuring that
the dollar value of the account used for annuitization does not fall below a certain dollar level.
With certain investments such as managed commodity pools or hedge funds, there may be 3
levels of fees if a feeder fund is utilized; Regatta’s, the feeder funds, and the hedge fund’s fee.
More information can be found on page 6 of this brochure.
Clients should be aware that the Internal Revenue Service has taken a position in at least one
private letter ruling that payments of advisory fees directly from an individual annuity (as
opposed to an annuity that is part of a tax-qualified plan) constitute taxable distributions to the
owner of the contract. Many insurers issue 1099 forms each year reflecting advisory fees paid
from the annuity. In the event the IRS is successful in establishing fee payment as a distribution,
the annuity contract owner would be liable for federal income tax on the amount distributed and
may incur a 10% early distribution penalty if the owner is under 59 ½, and/or additional costs as
well. Clients are urged to consult their tax advisers for advice.
Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs): Regatta may recommend and implement
recommendations for clients to purchase shares of non-publicly traded Real Estate Investment
Trusts issued by firms such as Inland, Lightstone, etc. Clients of Regatta purchase shares of
offered Real Estate Investment Trusts at a discounted price as Regatta does not accept
commissions on the purchase of same. Due to the discounted price, clients receive an increased
number of shares for the dollar amount invested as opposed to investors who purchase the shares
via a commissioned Registered Representative. The total number of shares held is the basis for
the payment of dividends over the life of the investment. If redeemed before maturity, the Client
does not receive the value of the additional shares. However, if the Client holds the shares to
maturity, the Client retains the additional shares to sell. Total assets under management, for the
purposes of Regatta Research & Money Management’s fee calculation, include the
aforementioned additional shares. If the Client redeems the shares prior to maturity, therein not
retaining the benefit of the additional shares, Regatta will rebate the fees assessed on the
additional number of shares during the holding period. If the Client holds the shares to maturity,
therein retaining the benefit of the additional shares, the rebate of fees will not apply.
TERMINATION OF ADVISORY AGREEMENT:
The Investment Management Agreement may be cancelled on notice by either party in writing at
any time and without cause. Any money management fees paid in advance by Client will be
refunded on a pro-rata basis upon receipt by either party of written notice of termination of the
Agreement. The termination shall be effective on the date of the receipt of written notice. Upon
termination by either party, once Regatta completes any outstanding obligation and
commitments, the former Client is exclusively responsible for management of their existing
portfolio, including, but not limited to buying and selling, as well as monitoring any investment
in their portfolio. Provided Regatta is provided with reasonable notice by the Client, liquid
securities will be sold and proceeds converted to cash via a money market. It is our policy to sell
holdings without a short term redemption fee and sell remaining holdings once the short term
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redemption fees expire. Provided we are given reasonable notice, third party money managers,
separately managed accounts, etc., in general, can place proceeds from sold holdings into a
money market. Termination of third party management agreements must be done in accordance
with the terms of the third party management agreement.
If a client requests funds to be sold from a contra firm and thus causes short term redemption
fees, Regatta is not responsible for reimbursement of those fees. To avoid any unnecessary fees
that may be charged to the client, we request the client contact their advisor so that we can make
them aware of any possible fees or penalties that may take place and how to potentially mitigate
or even entirely eliminate them.
Note: A Client is not required to terminate any annuity contract or liquidate any mutual fund,
structured product, REIT or third party manager when terminating our service. Should a Client
decide to terminate our service, a surrender/redemption charge or penalty or transaction fee may
be imposed by the investment provider. Some custodians may also apply a fee in order to close
an account.
Fidelity:
•
•
•
•

IRA and Fidelity Retirement Plan accounts: Fidelity® charges a $125 closeout fee
Nonretirement accounts Fidelity charges a $75 closeout fee
Payment: The fee is deducted from the account when the account is closed. It cannot be
paid by a separate check.
Waivers:
o On Traditional, Rollover, and SIMPLE-IRAs when converting to a Fidelity Roth
IRA
o On Inherited IRA and Inherited Fidelity Retirement Plan accounts
o On distributions to another Fidelity nonretirement account
o On rollovers or transfer to another Fidelity retail or IWS retirement account
o On rollovers to a Fidelity Institutional account such as an e401(k)
o All distributions from SIMPLE IRAs
o On PWS plans, including MRD and SEPP, associated with the end clients'
retirement accounts

Jefferson National:
•

None

Transamerica:
•

No fee unless they are not out of the surrender period. If they are not out of the surrender
period a fee will be imposed on an account by account basis depending on the account.

Prudential:
•

CNB:

Account by account basis depending on the product. Currently all of our clients are in the
Advisors 2000 Product and there are no surrender charges.
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•

$125 + Transaction Fees Below
o Distributions by ACH: $10.00
o Distributions by Check: $25.00
o Cash Transfer, Conversion, Recharacterization

Equity Institutional:
•
•

Partial Termination: $100/asset (Basic IRA)
Full Termination: $225 (Basic IRA)

ITEM 6: Performance Fees
Regatta is only paid on assets under management and does not share in performance fees. Based
on his role as a managing partner in the TOD Group and not as a Regatta employee, Eric A
Greschner accepts performance based fees based on a share of capital gains on or capital
appreciation of the assets of all investors in the Denver TOD fund. See Item 10 of this brochure
for additional information.

ITEM 7: Types of Clients
Regatta manages assets for individuals, families, pension and profit sharing plans, trusts, estates,
charitable organizations, corporations and other business entities. Regatta also manages assets as
a Third Party Investment Advisor for other professionals such as Registered Representatives and
RIAs.

ITEM 8: Methods of Analysis, Investment Strategies and Risk of Loss
Regatta employs the following methods of analysis.
8A: Methods of Analysis
Fundamental analysis. We attempt to measure the intrinsic value of a security by looking at
economic and financial factors (including the overall economy, industry conditions, and the
financial condition and management of the company itself) to determine if the company is
underpriced (indication it may be a good time to buy) or overpriced (indicating it may be time to
sell).
Fundamental analysis does not attempt to anticipate market movements. This presents a
potential risk, as the price of a security can move up or down along with the overall market
regardless of the economic and financial factors considered in evaluating the stock.
Technical analysis. We analyze past market movements and apply that analysis to the present in
an attempt to recognize recurring patterns of investor behavior and potentially predict future
price movement.
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•
•

Cyclical analysis: In this type of technical analysis, we measure the movements of a
particular stock against the overall market in an attempt to anticipate the price movement
of the security.
Charting: In this type of technical analysis, we review charts of market and security
activity in an attempt to identify when the market is moving up or down and to predict
when how long the trend may last and when that trend might reverse.

Technical analysis does not consider the underlying financial condition of a company. This
presents a risk in that a poorly-managed or financially unsound company may underperform
regardless of market movement.
Quantitative analysis: We use mathematical models in an attempt to obtain more accurate
measurements of a company’s quantifiable data, such as the value of a share price or earnings
per share, and predict changes to that data.
A risk in using quantitative analysis is that the models used may be based on assumptions that
prove to be incorrect.
Mutual fund and/or ETF analysis: We look at the experience and track record of the manager of
the mutual fund or ETF in an attempt to determine if that manager has demonstrated an ability to
invest over a period of time and in different economic conditions. We also look at the
underlying assets in a mutual fund or ETF in an attempt to determine if there is significant
overlap in the underlying investments held in other fund in the client’s portfolio. We also
monitor the funds or ETFs in an attempt to determine if they are continuing to follow their stated
investment strategy.
A risk of mutual fund and/or ETF analysis is that, as in all securities investments, past
performance does not guarantee future results. A manager who has been successful may not be
able to replicate that success in the future. In addition, as we do not control the underlying
investments in a fund or ETF, managers of different funds held by the client may purchase the
same security, increasing the risk to the client if that security were to fall in value. There is also
a risk that a manager may deviate from the stated investment mandate or strategy of the fund or
ETF, which could make the fund or ETF less suitable of the client’s portfolio.
Third-Party Manager Analysis: We examine the experience, expertise, investment philosophies,
and past performance of independent third-party investment managers in an attempt to determine
if that manager has demonstrated an ability to invest over a period of time and in different
economic conditions.
A risk of investing with a third-party manager who has been successful in the past is that he/she
may not be able to replicate that success in the future. In addition, as we do not control the
underlying investments in a third-party manager’s portfolio, there is also a risk that a manager
may deviate from the stated investment mandate or strategy of the portfolio, making it a less
suitable investment for our clients. Moreover, as we do not control the manager’s daily business
and compliance operations, it is possible for us to miss the absence of internal controls necessary
to prevent business, regulatory or reputational deficiencies.
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8B: Investment Strategies
Investing in securities involves risk of loss that clients should be prepared to bear.
Asset Allocation: We attempt to identify an appropriate ratio of securities, fixed income, and
cash suitable to the client’s investment goals and risk tolerance.
A risk of asset allocation is that the client may not participate in sharp increases in a particular
security, industry or market sector. Another risk is that the ratio of securities, fixed income,
cash, and alternatives will change over time due to stock and market movements and may no
longer be appropriate for the client’s goals. Asset allocation does not ensure a profit or protect
against a loss. Investing involves risk and investors may incur a profit or a loss.
Moreover, the projections or other information generated by asset allocation software regarding
the likelihood of various investment outcomes are hypothetical in nature, do not reflect actual
investment results, and are not guarantees of future results. The return assumptions utilized are
not reflective of any specific product, and do not include any fees or expenses that may be
incurred by investing in specific products. The actual returns of a specific product may be more
or less than the returns used in the asset allocation software. Financial forecasts, rates of return,
risk, inflation, and other assumptions may be used as the basis for illustrations. They should not
be considered a guarantee of future performance or a guarantee of achieving overall financial
objectives. Past performance is not a guarantee or a predictor of future results of either the
indices or any particular investment. Assumptions and limitations of asset allocation software
offers several methods of calculating results, each of which provides one outcome from a wide
range of possible outcomes. All results use simplifying assumptions that do not completely or
accurately reflect your specific circumstances. No asset allocation or financial planning software
has the ability to accurately predict the future. As investment returns, inflation, taxes, and other
economic conditions vary from asset allocation and financial planning software, actual results
will vary (perhaps significantly) from those presented in the analysis. All calculations use asset
class returns, not returns of actual investments. The projected return assumptions used in
software are estimates based on average annual returns for each asset class. The portfolio returns
are calculated by weighting individual return assumptions for each asset class according to a
given portfolio allocation. The portfolio returns may have been modified by including
adjustments to the total return and the inflation rate. The portfolio returns assume reinvestment
of interest and dividends at net asset value without taxes, and also assume that the portfolio has
been rebalanced to reflect the initial recommendation. No portfolio rebalancing costs, including
taxes, if applicable, are deducted from the portfolio value. No portfolio allocation eliminates risk
or guarantees investment results. Actual market conditions and the nature and magnitude of the
downside volatility may differ significantly from any model projections and there is no guarantee
they may be successful. Actual asset class allocations and investment selections can deviate from
time to time from the targets as market conditions warrant. The ability to achieve the suggested
asset allocation’s risk and return targets and financial planning goals also depends in part on
Regatta’s’ skill in selecting the optimal conventional and alternative asset class classes and
weightings and in selecting and weighting the underlying investments, strategies, and managers
within each asset class. In particular, the use of alternative investment and downside hedging
techniques considerably reduces the certainty of meeting return and risk targets. There is a risk
that Regatta’s evaluations and assumptions regarding asset class selection, weighting, rebalancing frequency as well as the selection of the underlying investments, strategies, and if
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applicable, third party managers may result in losses or underperformance to relevant
benchmarks or other investments with similar objectives.
Monte Carlo Simulations: Regatta may employ Monte Carlo simulations in certain financial
planning calculations. Monte Carlo simulations are used to show how variations in rates of return
each year can affect your results. A Monte Carlo simulation calculates the results by running it
many times, each time using a different sequence of returns and inflation rates using the average
return and standard deviation as guidelines for a range of returns, and the average inflation and
standard deviation as guidelines for the range of inflation rates), which it uses to calculate the
results for that scenario. Each scenario has a different sequence of returns and inflation rates.
Some sequences of returns will give better results, and some will give worse results. These
multiple trials provide a range of possible results. Monte Carlo Simulations illustrate the
likelihood that an event may occur as well as the likelihood that it may not occur. In analyzing
this information, the analysis does not take into account actual market conditions, which may
severely affect the outcome of the results over the long-term.
MoneyGuidePro Risk Assessment: Regatta may utilize the MoneyGuidePro Risk Assessment
with the goal of highlighting some – but not all – of the trade-offs a client might consider when
deciding how to invest a client’s money. This approach does not provide a comprehensive,
psychometrically-based, or scientifically-validated profile of your risk tolerance, loss tolerance,
or risk capacity, and is provided for informational purposes only. Based on a client’s specific
circumstances, the client must ultimately determine the appropriate balance between potential
risks and potential returns. MoneyGuidePro requires the selection of a risk score. Once selected,
three important pieces of information are available to help you determine the appropriateness of
a client’s score: an appropriate portfolio for your score, the impact of a Bear Market Loss (either
the Great Recession or the Bond Bear Market, whichever is lower) on this portfolio, and a
compare button to show how your score compares to the risk score of others in your age group.
MoneyGuidePro uses the client’s risk score to select a risk-based portfolio on the Target Band
page. This risk-based portfolio selection is provided for informational purposes only, and you
should consider it to be a starting point for conversations with your advisor. The selection of
your Target Portfolio, and other investment decisions, should be made by you, after discussions
with your advisor and, if needed, other financial and/or legal professionals.
Bear Market Loss: The Bear Market Loss in the MoneyGuidePro Risk Assessment shows how a
portfolio would have been impacted during the worst bear market since the Great Depression.
Depending on the composition of the portfolio, the worst bear market is either the "Great
Recession" or the "Bond Bear Market." The Great Recession, from November 2007 through
February 2009, was the worst bear market for stocks since the Great Depression. In
MoneyGuidePro, the Great Recession Return is the rate of return, during the Great Recession,
for a portfolio comprised of cash, bonds, stocks, and alternatives, with an asset mix equivalent to
the portfolio referenced. The Bond Bear Market, from July 1979 through February 1980, was the
worst bear market for bonds since the Great Depression. In MoneyGuidePro, the Bond Bear
Market Return is the rate of return, for the Bond Bear Market period, for a portfolio comprised of
cash, bonds, stocks, and alternatives, with an asset mix equivalent to the portfolio referenced. In
practice, the performance of a client’s portfolio may differ significantly from the Bear Market
Loss model as future bear markets will differ in underlying causes, velocity, and magnitude of
declines. Moreover, in practice, a client’s actual asset class selection, weightings, sector
weightings, and underlying investments may differ significantly from the asset class composition
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utilized in calculating the Bear Market Loss. In practice, a client may experience a better,
similar, or worse result in a future bear market.
See important disclosure information in Money Guide Pro risk profiles and financial planning
reports.
Long-term purchases: We purchase some securities with the idea of holding them in the clients
account for a year or longer. We may do this because we believe the securities to be currently
undervalued. We may do this because we want exposure to a particular asset class over time,
regardless of the current projection for this class.
A risk in a long-term purchase strategy is that, by holding the security for this length of time, we
may not take advantages of short-term gains that could be profitable to a client. Moreover, if our
predictions are incorrect, a security may decline sharply in value before we make the decision to
sell.
Short-term purchases: We purchase some securities with the idea of selling them within a
relatively short time (typically a year or less). We do this in an attempt to take advantage of
conditions that we believe will soon result in a price swing in the securities we purchase.
A risk in a short-term purchase strategy is that, should the anticipated price swing not
materialize, we are left with the option of having a long-term investment in a security that was
designed to be a short-term purchase, or potentially taking a loss. In addition, this strategy
involves more frequent trading than does a longer-term strategy, and will result in increased
brokerage and other transaction-related costs, as well as less favorable tax treatment of shortterm capital gains.
Regatta may also short when investing in certain portfolios. A "short" occurs when a person
sells stocks he or she does not yet own. Borrowed shares are, before the sale, used to make "good
delivery" to the buyer. Eventually, the borrowed shares must be bought back to close out the
transaction. This technique is used when an investor believes the stock price will drop.
Short selling results in some unique risks:
•

Losses can be infinite. A short sale loses when the stock price rises, and a stock is not
limited (at least, theoretically) in how high it can go. For example, if you short 100 shares
at $50 each, hoping to make a profit but the shares increase to $75 per share, you'd lose
$2,500. On the other hand, the price of a stock cannot fall below $0, which limits your
potential upside.

•

Short squeezes can wring out profits. As stock prices increase, short seller losses also
increase as sellers rush to buy the stock to cover their positions. This increase in demand,
in turn, further drives the prices up.

•

Timing. Even if we are correct in determining that the price of a stock will decline, we
run the risk of incorrectly determining when the decline will take place, i.e., being right
too soon. Although a company is overvalued, it could conceivably take some time for the
price to come down; during which you are vulnerable to interest, margin calls, etc.
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•

Inflation. History has shown that over the long term, most stocks appreciate. Even if a
company barely improves over time, inflation should drive its share price up somewhat.
In fact, short selling may not be appropriate in times of inflation for that very reason, as
prices may adjust upwards regardless of the value of the stock.

Regatta may also use margin directly or indirectly via leveraged ETFs or mutual funds when
investing in certain portfolios. Margin is a leverage account in which stocks can be purchased
for a combination of cash and a loan. The loan in the margin account is collateralized by the
stock; if the value of the stock drops sufficiently, the owner will be asked to either add more cash
or sell a portion of the stock.
A risk in margin trading is that, in volatile markets, securities prices can fall very quickly. If the
value of the securities in your account minus what you owe the broker falls below a certain level,
the broker will issue a “margin call”, and you will be required to sell your position in the security
purchased on margin or add more cash to the account. In some circumstances, you may lose
more money than you originally invested.
Option writing: Regatta may also use margin directly or indirectly via leveraged ETFs or mutual
funds when investing in certain portfolios. We may use options as an investment strategy. An
option is a contract that gives the buyer the right, but not the obligation, to buy or sell an asset
(such as a share of stock) at a specific price on or before a certain date. An option, just like a
stock or bond, is a security. An option is also a derivative, because it derives its value from an
underlying asset.
The two types of options are calls and puts:
•
•

A call gives us the right to buy an asset at a certain price within a specific period of time.
We will buy a call if we have determined that the stock will increase substantially before
the option expires.
A put gives us the holder the right to sell an asset at a certain price within a specific
period of time. We will buy a put if we have determined that the price of the stock will
fall before the option expires.

We will use options to speculate on the possibility of a sharp price swing. We will also use
options to “hedge” a purchase of the underlying security; in other words, we will use an option
purchase to limit the potential upside and downside of a security we have purchased for your
portfolio.
We may use “covered calls” or ETPs and mutual funds that employ covered calls, in which
we/the fund sells an option on security you/the fund owns. In this strategy, you receive a fee for
making the option available, and the person purchasing the option has the right to buy the
security from you at an agreed-upon price.
A risk of covered calls is that the option buyer does not have to exercise the option, so that if we
want to sell the stock prior to the end of the option agreement, we have to buy the option back
from the option buyer, for a possible loss.
We may use a “spreading strategy”, or ETPs and mutual funds that employ a spreading strategy
in which we/the fund purchase two or more option contracts (for example, a call option that you
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buy and a call option that you sell) for the same underlying security. This effectively puts you
on both sides of the market, but with the ability to vary price, time and other factors.
A risk of spreading strategies is that the ability to fully profit from a price swing is limited.
8C1: Risk of loss associated with investment vehicles
Stocks
Investing in stocks involves a number of risks including, but not limited to the following:
•
•
•
•

Financial risk. The risk that the companies we recommend to you may perform poorly
which will affect the price of your investment
Market risk: The risk of a stock market to decline can decrease the value of the securities
we invest in.
Inflation risk: The risks that the rate of price increase and the economy will lessen the
relative returns associated with the stock.
Political and governmental risk: The risks of the value of your investment may change
with the introduction of new laws or regulations.

Bonds
Investing in bonds involves a number of risks including, but not limited to the following:
•
•
•
•

Interest rate risk. The risk that the value bond you invested in will fall if interest rates
rise.
Call risk: The risk that your bond will be called or purchased back from you when
conditions are favorable to the bond issuer and unfavorable to you.
Default risk: The risk that the bond issuer may be unable to pay you the contractual
interest or principal in the bond in a timely manner or at all.
Inflation risk: The risk that the price increase in the economy will negatively impact the
relative returns associated with the bond.

Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs)
Investing in ETFs involves a number of risks including, but not limited to the following:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Market risk: The chance that the underlying index or strategy of the ETF invests in will
decline.
Opportunity cost: The possibility that other investments will perform better.
Tracking error: The possibility that the ETF’s manager will do a poor job of tracking the
performance of the underlying benchmark or strategy.
Lack of Support: Many ETF sponsors provide limited customer support.
Limited portfolio strategy options: Currently, most publicly available ETFs are passively
managed and offer investors few opportunities to maximize gains or limit losses through
a portfolio strategy.
Market pricing: There is no guarantee that the market price of an ETF will be the same
as the market value of the ETFs underlying securities.
Brokerage costs: Trading into and out of ETFs may incur sales commissions and
possibly other brokerage fees.
Wide spread: ETF shares trade on an exchange at a market price which may vary from
the ETF’s net asset value. ETFs may be purchased at prices that exceed the net asset
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•

•

value of their underlying investments and may be sold at prices below such net asset
value.
Internal costs: Investing in an ETF exposes a client portfolio to all of the risks of that
ETF’s investments and subjects it to a pro rata portion of the ETF’s fees and expenses.
As a result, the cost of investing in ETF shares may exceed the costs of investing directly
in its underlying investments.
Volatility: Because the market price of ETF shares depends on the demand in the market
for them, the market price of an ETF may be more volatile than the underlying portfolio
of securities the ETF is designed to track, and a client account may not be able to
liquidate ETF holdings at the time and price desired, which may impact its performance.

Exchange Traded Notes (ETN)
Investing in ETFs involves a number of risks including, but not limited to the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

Market risk: The chance that the underlying index or strategy of the ETN invests in will
decline.
Opportunity cost: The possibility that other investments will perform better.
Tracking error: The possibility that the ETN’s manager will do a poor job of tracking the
performance of the underlying benchmark or strategy.
Lack of Support: Many ETN sponsors provide limited customer support.
Market pricing: There is no guarantee that the market price of an ETN will be the same
as the market value of the underlying securities it attempts to track.
Brokerage costs: Trading into and out of ETNs may incur sales commissions and
possibly other brokerage fees.
Wide spread: ETN shares trade on an exchange at a market price which may vary from
the ETN’s net asset value. ETNs may be purchased at prices that exceed the net asset
value of their underlying investments and may be sold at prices below such net asset
value.
Credit risk: ETNs are debt obligations and their payments of interest or principal are
linked to the performance of a reference investment (typically an index). ETNs may lose
all or a portion of their entire value if the issuer fails or its credit rating changes.
Replication risk: An ETN that is tied to a specific index may not be able to replicate and
maintain exactly the composition and weighting of the components of that index.
Higher costs: ETNs also incur certain expenses not incurred by the reference investment
and the cost of owning an ETN may exceed the cost of investing directly in the reference
investment.
Volatile: The market trading price of an ETN may be more volatile than the reference
investment it is designed to track. ETNs may be purchased at prices that exceed net asset
value and may be sold at prices below such value.
Illiquid: holdings may not be able to be liquidated at the time and price desired, which
may impact its performance.

Mutual funds
Investing in mutual funds involves a number of risks including, but not limited to the following:
•
•

Manager risk: The risks that the investment manager of an actively managed mutual
funds will fail to execute the fund’s stated investment strategy.
Market risk: The risks that the stock market or underlying index or benchmark will
decline decreasing the value of securities contained in the mutual funds.
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•

•

Industry risk: The risks that a group of stocks in a single industry will decline in price
due to adverse developments in that industry, decreasing the value of mutual funds that
are significantly invested in that industry.
Inflation risk: The risks that the rate of a price increase in the economy lessens the
relative rate of return associated with the mutual funds.

Options
Investing in options or investing in mutual funds and Exchange Traded Products that invest in
them involves a number of risks including, but not limited to the following:
•

•
•

•
•

The use of put or call options or investing in mutual funds and Exchange Traded Products
that invest in them may result in account losses or force the sale or purchase of
underlying securities at an inopportune time or at an unfavorable price.
They may also limit the amount of appreciation an account may realize or cause an
account to hold a security it might otherwise sell.
The use of options or investing in mutual funds and Exchange Traded Products that
invest in them as a hedging instrument may involve losses that are greater than the value
of the assets in the account.
Options may not be able to readily sold, resulting in substantial losses.
Although option hedging strategies or investing in mutual funds and Exchange Traded
products that utilize such strategies are used to attempt to minimize the risk of loss, they
also tend to limit potential gains.

Limited Partnerships
Investing in Limited Partnerships is speculative and risky including potentially the entire loss of
your investment. Risks include, but are not limited to the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Investments in limited partnership interests are not often registered under the securities
laws and may not be able to be readily sold.
Redemption options may be limited or may not exist at all.
Because of the limited market for these investments, it is difficult to accurately value the
investment over time.
Generally, you must incur certain criteria in order to be able to invest in limited
partnership interest.
You may also incur tax liabilities which will not receive an associated cash distribution
and you may also be subject to alternative minimum tax (AMT).
Also, be sure to read and make sure you understand the following resources before
investing in a Limited Partnerships and Private Placements: Investor Bulletin: Private
placements under Regulation D at sec.gov/answers/regd.htm. For more information
about restricted securities visit sec.gov/investor/pubs/rule144.htm. For the investor
bulletin for credit investors visit investor.gov/news-alerts/investor-bulletins/investorbulletin-accredited-investors. For FINRA investor alert about private placements,
visit FINRA.org/investors/protectyourself/investoralerts/privateofferings/p339650. For
capital NASAA’s investor alert about private placements, visit: NASAA.org/wpcontent/uploads/2013/04/private-placements.pdf
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Deferred Annuity
An annuity is a contract with an insurance company. All annuities have one feature in common,
and it makes annuities different from other financial products. With an annuity, the insurance
company promises to pay you income on a regular basis for a period of time you choose –
including the rest of your life.
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

All contract and rider guarantees, including optional benefits and any fixed subaccount
crediting rates or annuity payout
rates, are backed by the claims-paying ability of the issuing insurance company. They are
not backed by the broker/
dealer from which this annuity is purchased, by the insurance agency from which this
annuity is purchased, or any affiliates
of those entities, and none makes any representations or guarantees regarding the claimspaying ability of the issuing
insurance company.
Please note that the policies, fixed account, and the separate account investment choices:
• are not bank deposits
• are not federally insured
• are not endorsed by any bank or government agency
• are not guaranteed to achieve their goal
• are subject to risks, including loss of premium
Before investing you should carefully read the prospectus and the accompanying
prospectuses for the portfolios of the underlying mutual funds. These prospectuses give
you important information about the policy and the portfolios, including the objectives,
risks, and strategies of the portfolios;
Before investing in an annuity, also read and make sure you understand the following:
Variable Annuities: Beyond the Hard Sell: http://www.finra.org/investors/alerts/variableannuities-beyond-hard-sell.
NAIC Buyer’s Guide for Deferred Annuities:
http://www.naic.org/documents/prod_serv_consumer_anb_la.pdf.

Table I: Variables Utilized in Management of Relevant Portfolio
(1) Sentiment and behavioral finance models
(2) Fundamental analysis
(3) Quantitative analysis
(4) Technical analysis
(5) Overall investment environment
(6) Market timing models

Table II: Custodians Utilized
Regatta Research & Money Management, L.L.C. has selected and engaged the following
custodians. The current Custodians available are:
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Fidelity Investments: PO Box 5000 Cincinnati OH 45273
Prudential Financial: One Corporate Drive Shelton, CT 06484
Behringer Harvard: 15601 Dallas Parkway, Suite 600, Addison, TX 75001
Jefferson National: P.O. Box 36750, Louisville, KY 40233
Community National Bank: P.O. Box 210, Seneca, KS 66538
American Realty Capital: Three Copley Place, Suite 3300, Boston MA 02116
Equity Institutional: Institutional Clients P.0. Box 451159, Westlake OH 44145
Baceline Investments: 1391 Speer Blvd, Suite 800, Denver CO 80204
TransAmerica: 4333 Edgewood Rd NE, Cedar Rapids, IA 52499-0010

The Custodians have assumed responsibility for: (1) receipt and safekeeping of all cash received
from clients and for the cash and securities of the Clients’ investment accounts; (2) execution of
all investment directions from Regatta; (3) maintenance of separate accounting records for each
Client’s investment accounts; (4) payment from each Client’s account of the money management
fee; (5) preparation of periodic statements for each client’s investment account reflecting the
investment activity within the account, all earnings or distributions received on the investments,
all additions or withdrawals made by the Client, all other fees or expenses charged to the Client,
the value of the account at the beginning and the end of the period, and mailing to each client a
periodic statement.
A copy of Regatta’s agreement with each custodian is available upon request.
Notes
If the portfolio is approximately less than or equal to $14,000 it may be allocated in a more
concentrated portfolio, i.e. fewer funds with similar risk attributes, based on Regatta's discretion.
The exact dollar amount that will trigger allocation from a more concentrated version of the
strategy to the full version will vary and will be at Regatta’s discretion.

Table III: Investment Vehicles
(1)
(2)

Mutual funds
Exchange Traded Products (ETP) i.e. Exch. Traded Funds (ETF) and Exch. Traded
Notes (ETN)
(3)
Individual stocks
(4)
Individual bonds
(5)
Certificates of Deposit (conventional)
(6)
Public non-traded REITs
(7)
Annuities and sub accounts
(8)
Insurance or other investment products having unit values determined on a daily basis
(9)
Business Development Companies
(10) Mortgage notes
(11) Futures
(12) Structured products in an SEC Registered Note wrapper
(13) Structured products in an FDIC insured Certificate of Deposit wrapper
(14) Regulation D Private Placements
(15) Preferred Stock
(16) Master Limited Partnerships
(17) Hedge Funds
(18) Managed Commodity Pools
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(19)

Limited Liability Company

Table IIIb: Strategies Utilized
(A) Active Management
(B) Passive Management
(C) Hedging
(D) Spreads
(E) Shorting
(F) Market Neutral
(G) Options

Third Party Managers: Separately Managed Accounts
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Beaumont Financial Partners
Northcoast Tactical Growth
Bluestone Capital Management
Confluence
O’Shaugnessy Asset Management

Third Party Managers: Hedge Funds
1) Millennium

Third Party Managers: Private Equity
1) Carlyle
2) Altegris KKR

Third Party Mangers: Fixed Income
1) PIMCO
2) Eaton Vance
ADV Part 1, Part 2 and additional information for each Third Party Manager and investment
strategy is available upon request.
Definitions
Business Development Company (BDC): A form of publicly traded private equity in the
United States that invests in small, upcoming businesses. This form of company was created by
Congress in 1980 by amendments to the Investment Company Act of 1940.
Closed End Fund: A publicly traded investment company that invests in a variety of securities,
like stocks and bonds. The fund raises capital primarily through an initial public offering (IPO).
CEF shares and the proceeds are invested according to the fund's investment objectives. "Closed"
refers to the fact that, once the capital is raised, there are typically no more shares available from
the fund sponsor and the issuance of new shares is closed to investors. After the IPO, every
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closed-end fund is listed on a national exchange, where its shares are purchased and sold in
transactions with other investors, not with the sponsor company itself. When an investor wishes
to purchase or sell shares of a closed-end fund, the investor finds buyers or sellers on an
exchange such as the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) or the NASDAQ. The price is
determined by market demand and supply, not the fund's net asset value (NAV).
Hedge Fund: A hedge fund pools money from investors and invest in securities or other types of
investments with the goal of getting positive returns. Hedge funds are not regulated as heavily as
mutual funds and generally have more leeway than mutual funds to pursue investments and
strategies that may increase the risk of investment losses. Hedge funds are limited to wealthier
investors who can afford the higher fees and risks of hedge fund investing, and institutional
investors, including pension funds.
Limited Partnership: A form of partnership similar to a general partnership, except that where
a general partnership must have at least two general partners (GPs), a limited partnership must
have at least one GP and at least one limited partner.
Managed Commodity Pool: An investment structure where many individual investors combine
their moneys and trade in futures contracts as a single entity in order to gain leverage.
Commodity pools are private. Commodity pools are also called "managed futures funds". The
name "commodity pool" is a National Futures Association (NFA) legal term. In the United
States, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) and the NFA, as opposed to the
Securities and Exchange Commission, regulate commodity pools.
Master Limited Partnership (MLP): A type of limited partnership that is publicly traded.
There are two types of partners in this type of partnership: The limited partner is the person or
group that provides the capital to the MLP and receives periodic income distributions from the
MLP's cash flow, whereas the general partner is the party responsible for managing the MLP's
affairs and receives compensation that is linked to the performance of the venture.
Mortgage Backed Notes: Also known as a Mortgage Backed Security (MBS) is a type of assetbacked security that is secured by a mortgage or collection of mortgages. The mortgages are sold
to a group of individuals (a government agency or investment bank) that securitizes, or packages,
the loans together into a security that investors can buy.
Preferred Stock: A class of ownership in a corporation that has a higher claim on its assets and
earnings than common stock. Preferred shares generally have a dividend that must be paid out
before dividends to common shareholders, and the shares usually do not carry voting rights.
Preferred stock combines features of debt, in that it pays fixed dividends, and equity, in that it
has the potential to appreciate in price. The details of each preferred stock depend on the issue.
Structured product issued in an SEC Registered Note wrapper: A structured product in an
SEC Registered Note wrapper places all terms, capital, and any profits are subject to the credit
risk of the issuer or guarantor.
Structured product issued in an FDIC insured Certificates of Deposit wrapper: A capital
protected structured product placed in a Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) insured
Certificate of Deposit (CD) wrapper represents the deposit of a specified amount of funds for a
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fixed period with an FDIC insured bank or saving institution. The CDs are protected by federal
deposit insurance provided by the Deposit Insurance Fund (the “DIF”), which is administered by
the FDIC and backed by the full faith and credit of the U.S. Government, up to a maximum
amount for all deposits held in the same legal capacity per depository institution.
Structured Capital-At-Risk (SCARP) Structured Product
For purposes of this disclosure document, a structured capital-at-risk product (SCARP) is a
product, other than a derivative, which provides an agreed level of income growth over a
specified investment period and displays the following characteristics: (a) the Client is exposed
to a range of outcomes in respect of the return of initial capital invested. (b) the return of initial
capital invested at the end of the investment period is linked by a pre-set formula to the
performance of an index, a combination of indices, a ’basket’ of selected stocks (typically from
an index or indices), or other factor or combination of factors; and (c) if the performance in (b) is
within specified limits, repayment of initial capital invested occurs but if not, the Client could
lose some or all of the initial capital invested, subject to the financial solvency of the issuer.
Non structured-capital-at-risk (non-SCARP):
For purposes of this disclosure document, a non-SCARP structured investment product is one
that promises to provide a minimum return of 100% of the initial capital invested so long as the
issuer(s) of the financial instrument(s) underlying the product remain(s) solvent. This repayment
of initial is not affected by the market risk factors in (b) above.

Regulation D Private Placement: Private placement (or non-public offering) is a funding round
of securities which are sold not through a public offering, but rather through a private offering,
mostly to a small number of chosen investors. Although subject to the Securities Act of 1933,
securities offered via private placement do not have to be registered with the Securities and
Exchange Commission if the security conforms to an exemption from registration as set forth in
the Securities Act of 1933 and SEC rules promulgated thereunder. Most private placements are
offered under the Rule known as Regulation D. Evaluate the risks before placing them in your
portfolio.
Limited Liability Company (LLC): A limited liability company (LLC) is a corporate structure
whereby the members of the company cannot be held personally liable for the company's debts
or liabilities. Limited liability companies are essentially hybrid entities that combine the
characteristics of a corporation and a partnership or sole proprietorship. While the limited
liability feature is similar to that of a corporation, the availability of flow-through taxation to the
members of an LLC is a feature of partnerships.

Regatta in-house portfolios
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Clipper Aggressive Growth
Clipper Mini
Mariner Moderate Growth
Mariner Mini
Stable Dynamic Growth
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6) Constitution Taxable Growth
7) Income
8) Alternative Income
9) Total Return
10) ETF
11) Managed Tail Risk
12) Jefferson National No Load Annuity Aggressive Tax Deferred Growth
13) Jefferson National No Load Annuity Moderate Tax Deferred Growth
14) Structured Capital at Risk [SCARP] Structured Product “Indexed Alpha”
15) Capital Protected [non-SCARP] Designed for Current Income
16) Capital Protected [non-SCARP] Designed for Capital Appreciation
17) TransAmerica Advisor Elite
18) TransAmerica Retire One
19) LSA Portfolios
20) Custom Programs
1) Clipper
Objective: To potentially achieve capital appreciation relative to the MSCI World Stock Index
over a full market cycle (bull and bear market). This unconstrained strategy can invest in any
sector, market capitalization (Large, Medium, Small and Micro), style (Value, Growth, or
Blend), region or country, as well as vehicles that go long or short, etc.
Investment Vehicles: (1), (2), (3), (11): See relevant Table
Strategies Utilized: (A), (C), (E), (F): See relevant Table
Table of variables utilized in management of relevant portfolio: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6). (7), (8):
See relevant Table
Risks: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), (11), (12), (13), (14), (15), (16), (17), (18),
(19), (20), (22), (23), (25) (26), (27), (28), (29), (30), (31), (32), (33), (34), (35), (36): See
relevant Table
Fees: (1), (3) See relevant Table
Custodians Utilized: (1), (11) See relevant Table
Notes: (a), (b) See relevant Table
2) Clipper Mini
Objective: To potentially returns relative to the MSCI World Stock Index over a full market
cycle (bull and bear market). Relatively speaking, this portfolio tends to be more volatile than
Clipper because of the concentrated nature of positions in this portfolio. This unconstrained
portfolio could be subject to greater potential upside and downside volatility as compared to the
Clipper model including a greater potential risk of loss. This strategy can invest in any sector,
market capitalization (Large, Medium, Small and Micro), style (Value, Growth, or Blend),
region or country, as well as vehicles that go long or short, etc.
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Investment Vehicles: (1), (2), (11): See relevant Table
Strategies Utilized: (A), (C), (E), (F): See relevant Table
Table of variables utilized in management of relevant portfolio: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8):
See relevant Table
Risks: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), (11), (12), (13), (14), (15), (16), (17), (18),
(19), (20), (22), (23), (25) (26), (27), (28), (29), (30), (31), (32), (33), (34), (35), (36): See
relevant Table
Fees: (1), (3) See relevant Table
Custodians Utilized: (1), (11) See relevant Table
Notes: (a), (b) See relevant Table
3) Mariner
Objective: To potentially generate capital appreciation while attempting to mitigate excessive
downside volatility relative to a 100% unhedged equity portfolio, over a multi-year period with a
moderate degree of risk. The strategy may change its allocation based on market conditions. This
unconstrained portfolio tends to have lower portfolio turnover than the Clipper portfolio. It also
tends to invest in larger, more diversified vehicles as opposed to sector or niche funds. This
strategy can invest in any sector, in any weighting, market capitalization (Large, Medium, Small
and Micro), style (Value, Growth, or Blend), region or country, as well as vehicles that go long
or short, etc. and attempt to mitigate excessive downside volatility.
Investment Vehicles: (1), (2), (3), (11): See relevant Table
Strategies Utilized: (A), (C), (E), (F): See relevant Table
Table of variables utilized in management of relevant portfolio: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8):
See relevant Table
Risks: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), (11), (12), (13), (14), (15), (16), (17), (18),
(19), (20), (22), (23), (24), (26), (27), (28), (29), (30), (31), (32), (33), (34), (35), (36): See
relevant Table
Fees: (1), (3) See relevant Table
Custodians Utilized: (1), (11) See relevant Table
Notes: (a), (b) See relevant Table
4) Mariner Mini
Objective: To potentially generate capital appreciation while attempting to mitigate excessive
downside volatility relative to a 100% unhedged equity portfolio, over a multi-year period with a
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moderate degree of risk. Based on market conditions, the strategy may change its allocation
between large equity to large fixed income positions. This unconstrained portfolio tends to trade
less than the Clipper portfolio and tends to invest in larger, more diversified vehicles. In general,
in the balance between absolute and relative performance versus the major market indices, the
focus will be on the former. This strategy can invest in any sector, in any weighting, market
capitalization (Large, Medium, Small and Micro), style (Value, Growth, or Blend), region or
country, as well as sub accounts that go long or short, etc. and attempt to mitigate excessive
downside volatility. As a result of the concentrated nature of vehicles in this portfolio, Mariner
Mini portfolio could be subject to greater upside and downside volatility as compared to the
Mariner model including a greater potential risk of loss.
Investment Vehicles: (1), (2), (11): See relevant Table
Strategies Utilized: (A), (C), (E), (F): See relevant Table
Table of variables utilized in management of relevant portfolio: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8):
See relevant Table
Risks: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), (11), (12), (13), (14), (15), (16), (17), (18),
(19), (20), (22), (23), (24), (26), (27), (28), (29), (30), (31), (32), (33), (34), (35), (36): See
relevant Table
Fees: (1), (3) See relevant Table
Custodians Utilized: (1), (11) See relevant Table
Notes: (a), (b) See relevant Table
5) Stable Dynamic Growth
Objective: To provide variable equity exposure with the goal of potentially limiting excessive
downside market volatility by switching between risky assets such as equities and less risky
assets such as fixed income and cash. The strategy will normally use a conservative buy and hold
portfolio and asset allocation for its fixed portion and cash, and a more frequent trading style for
its leveraged equity portion. In times of volatile markets, this portfolio may eliminate all equity
positions to reduce risk relative to the market. From a hierarchy of goals perspective, this
strategy primarily focuses on attempting to limit downside volatility, secondarily on capital
appreciation and thirdly on outperformance relative to its benchmark. This strategy tends to
have lower historical volatility than other portfolios.
Investment Vehicles: (1), (2): See relevant Table
Strategies Utilized: (A), (C), (E), (F): See relevant Table
Table of variables utilized in management of relevant portfolio: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8):
See relevant Table
Risks: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), (11), (12), (13), (15), (16), (17), (18), (19): See
relevant Table
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Fees: (1), (3) See relevant Table
Custodians Utilized: (1) See relevant Table
Notes: (b) See relevant Table
6) Constitution Moderate Growth Taxable
Objective: To potentially achieve capital appreciation while seeking to reduce excessive taxable
events. Based on market conditions, the strategy may change its allocation between riskier equity
positions and less risky fixed income or cash positions. This unconstrained strategy can invest in
any sector, market capitalization (Large, Medium, Small and Micro), style (Value, Growth, or
Blend), region or country, as well as vehicles that go long or short, etc and attempt to mitigate
excessive downside volatility.
Investment Vehicles: (1), (3), (4), (5), (9), (10): See relevant Table
Strategies Utilized: (A), (C), (E), (F): See relevant Table
Table of variables utilized in management of relevant portfolio: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6): See
relevant Table
Risks: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), (11), (12), (13), (14), (15), (16), (17), (18),
(19), (20), (22), (23), (24), (26), (27), (28), (29), (30), (31), (32), (33), (34), (35), (36): See
relevant Table
Fees: (1), (2), (3) See relevant Table
Custodians Utilized: (1) See relevant Table
Notes: (b) See relevant Table
7) Income
Objective: To potentially generate attractive current income and protection of principal. Holdings
for accounts in this strategy may vary significantly based on available bond offerings, initial date
of account management, the Client’s specific needs, etc. This strategy may also short, hedge, or
utilize spreads.
Investment Vehicles: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (8), (9), (10), (16): See relevant Table
Strategies Utilized: (A), (F): See relevant Table
Table of variables utilized in management of relevant portfolio: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5): See relevant
Table
Risks: (1), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), (11), (12), (13), (14), (15), (16), (17), (18), (19): See
relevant Table
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Fees: (1), (2), (3) See relevant Table
Custodians Utilized: (1) See relevant Table
Notes: (b) See relevant Table
8) Alternative Income
Objective: To potentially maximize the income relative to the traditional conventional income
producing investment vehicles such as corporate and municipal bonds. Positions held in
individual client accounts consist of higher yielding holdings such as preferred stocks, traded
REITs, trusts, stocks, Master Limited Partnerships (MLPs), Business Development Companies
(BDCs) and closed end funds. This strategy may be considered more volatile than a total return
and income model.
Investment Vehicles: (1), (2), (3), (9), (10), (15), (16): See relevant Table
Strategies Utilized: (A): See relevant Table
Table of variables utilized in management of relevant portfolio: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (8): See
relevant Table
Risks: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), (11), (12), (13), (14), (15), (16), (17), (18),
(19), (20), (22), (23), (25) (26), (27), (28), (29), (30), (31), (32), (33), (34), (35), (36): See
relevant Table
Fees: (1), (2), (3) See relevant Table
Custodians Utilized: (1) See relevant Table
Notes: (b) See relevant Table
9) Total Return
Objective: To potentially maximize the risk adjusted returns of a conventional fixed income
portfolio. Positions held in individual client accounts in this strategy vary significantly variations
in positions based on available offerings at the time of account inception, client’s specific needs,
goals and risk tolerance. This unconstrained strategy may also short, hedge, or utilize spreads.
Investment Vehicles: (1), (4), (5), (6), (8), (9), (10), (15), (16): See relevant Table
Strategies Utilized: (A): See relevant Table
Table of variables utilized in management of relevant portfolio: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5): See relevant
Table
Risks: (1), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), (11), (12), (13), (14), (15), (16), (17), (18), (19): See
relevant Table
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Fees: (1), (2), (3) See relevant Table
Custodians Utilized: (1) See relevant Table
Notes: (b) See relevant Table
10) Exchange Traded Fund (ETF)
Objective: To potentially achieve superior capital appreciation over a multi-year period solely
utilizing Exchange Trade Products (ETPs) as an investment vehicle. The goal of this
unconstrained strategy is risk adjusted outperformance compared to the major domestic and
foreign indices. This strategy can invest in any sector, market capitalization, style (Value,
Growth, or Blend), or country as well as mutual funds and Exchange Traded Notes (ETNs) that
go long or short, etc. This strategy has a relatively high portfolio turnover and this strategy may
also occasionally utilize leveraged exchange traded products. Relatively speaking, this portfolio
tends to be volatile compared to other strategies. This strategy may also short, hedge, or utilize
spreads.
Investment Vehicles: (2), (3), (15), (16): See relevant Table
Strategies Utilized: (A), (D), (E), (F): See relevant Table
Table of variables utilized in management of relevant portfolio: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8):
See relevant Table
Risks: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), (11), (12), (13), (14), (15), (16), (17), (18),
(19), (20), (22), (23), (25) (26), (27), (28), (29), (30), (31), (32), (33), (34), (35), (36): See
relevant Table
Fees: (1), (3), See relevant Table
Custodians Utilized: (1), (8) See relevant Table
Notes: (a), (b) See relevant Table
11) Managed Tail Risk
Objective: To pursue capital appreciation while seeking to potentially mitigate extreme downside
volatility and tail risk during periods of market stress.
Investment Vehicles: (1), (2), (3), (11): See relevant Table
Strategies Utilized: (A), (H): See relevant Table
Risks: (1), (3), (4), (5), (6), (17), (19), (20), (23), (25), (26), (27), (28), (29), (31), (33), (34), (35),
(36), (42) See relevant Table
Fees: (1), (3) See relevant Table
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12) Jefferson National No Load Annuity Aggressive Growth
Objective: To potentially achieve superior capital appreciation on both a relative and riskadjusted basis over a multi-year period by investing in a wide range of annuity subaccounts. This unconstrained strategy can invest in any sector, market capitalization (Large,
Medium, Small and Micro), style (Value, Growth, or Blend), region or country, as well as sub
accounts that go long or short, etc. This strategy may have high portfolio turnover. This strategy
may also occasionally utilize leveraged annuity sub-accounts. This strategy may also short,
hedge, or utilize spreads.
Investment Vehicles: (1), (7): See relevant Table
Strategies Utilized: (A), (F): See relevant Table
Table of variables utilized in management of relevant portfolio: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8):
See relevant Table
Risks: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), (11), (12), (13), (15), (16), (17), (18), (19),
(23): See relevant Table
Fees: (1), (5) See relevant Table
Custodians Utilized: Jefferson National
13) Jefferson National No Load Annuity Moderate Tax Deferred Growth
Objective: To potentially achieve superior risk adjusted returns relative to a basket of equity
indices over a long term basis (one, three, five and ten years). This is primarily a buy and hold
strategy that typically holds a portfolio of broadly diversified annuity sub-accounts. Yet, in
volatile market conditions, it may have moderate turnover.
Investment Vehicles: (1), (7): See relevant Table
Strategies Utilized: (A), (F): See relevant Table
Table of variables utilized in management of relevant portfolio: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6): See
relevant Table
Risks: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), (11), (12), (13), (15), (16), (17), (18), (19), See
relevant Table
Fees: (1), (5) See relevant Table
Custodians: Jefferson National
14) Structured capital-at-risk [SCARP] designed for potential capital appreciation
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Objective: This portfolio is designed to potentially generate capital appreciation in multiple
market scenarios, subject to credit risk of issuer. An investor’s entire initial capital may be
placed at risk.
Investment Vehicles: (12): See relevant Table
Strategies Utilized: (B): See relevant Table
Table of variables utilized in management of relevant portfolio: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8):
See relevant Table
Risks: [Wrapper, underlying and payoff]: (1), (2), (3), (4), (6), (7), (9), (13), (15), (16), (17),
(18), (19), (20), (21), (22), (23), (25), (26), (27), (28), (31), (35), (36), (37) See relevant Table
Fees: (1), (8) See relevant Table
Custodians Utilized: (1) See relevant Table
15) Non-structured capital-at-risk (non-SCARP) structured products designed for
potential variable current income
Objective: This portfolio invests in capital protected structured products designed to potentially
generate variable current income based on positive price development in a basket of underlying
securities the structured product is linked to. It also aims to potentially generate capital
appreciation while potentially protecting an investor’s nominal capital at maturity, subject to
credit risk of issuer.
Investment Vehicles: (12), (13): See relevant Table
Strategies Utilized: (B): See relevant Table
Table of variables utilized in management of relevant portfolio: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7),
(8): See relevant Table
Risks: [Wrapper, underlying and payoff]: (1), (2), (3), (4), (6), (7), (9), (13), (15), (16), (17),
(18), (19), (20), (21), (22), (23), (25), (26), (27), (28), (31), (35), (36), (37) See relevant Table
Fees: (1), (8) See relevant Table
Custodians Utilized: (1) See relevant Table
16) Non-structured capital at risk (non-SCARP) structured products designed for
potential capital appreciation:
Objective: This portfolio invests in capital protected structured products designed to potentially
generate capital appreciation while potentially protecting an investors nominal capital at
maturity, subject to credit risk of issuer.
Investment Vehicles: (12), (13): See relevant Table
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Strategies Utilized: (B): See relevant Table
Table of variables utilized in management of relevant portfolio: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7),
(8): See relevant Table
Risks: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), (11), (12), (15), (19), (21), (24), (25) See
relevant Table
Fees: (1), (8) See relevant Table
Custodians Utilized: (1) See relevant Table
17) TransAmerica Advisor Elite Variable Annuity
Objective: To provide market exposure and the potential periodic “locking” of an investor’s
potential retirement income profits provided Transamerica’s requirements are met.
Investment Vehicles: (7): See relevant Table
Strategies Utilized: (A): See relevant Table
Table of variables utilized in management of relevant portfolio: (1), (2), (3), (4) (6), (7), (8): See
relevant Table
Risks: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (12), (13), (16), (18), (19), (20), (23), (24), (25),
(27), (28), (31), (33), (34), (36), (39): See relevant Table
Fees: (1), (6) See relevant Table
Custodians Utilized: TransAmerica
18) TransAmerica Retire One Fixed Contingent Annuity
Objective: To provide market exposure, while assuming TransAmerica’s stated requirements are
met, potential protection of an investor’s nominal initial capital as well as potentially periodically
locking in an investors profits.
Investment Vehicles: (1), (7): See relevant Table
Strategies Utilized: (A): See relevant Table
Table of variables utilized in management of relevant portfolio: (1), (2), (3), (4), (6), (7), (8): See
relevant Table
Risks: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (12), (13), (16), (18), (19), (20), (23), (24), (25),
(27), (28), (31), (33), (34), (36), (40): See relevant Table
Fees: (1), (3) (7) See relevant Table
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Custodians Utilized: TransAmerica
19) LSA Portfolios
Objective: A multi model offering of independent research funneled into a range of quality
investment programs. Models range from conservative to aggressive and ranges from principal
protection to asset growth.
Investment Vehicles: (1), (2): See relevant Table
Strategies Utilized: (A), (B): See relevant Table
Variables utilized in management of relevant portfolio:
The LSA process is comprised of three steps:
1. Manager Selection. First, LSA utilizes Returns-Based-Style-Analysis to screen mutual funds
and ETFs. From those meeting their returns criteria, they utilize quantitative filters to identify
those managers that display similar characteristics of the overall investment philosophy of LSA.
A few of these characteristics include but are not limited to:
A. A manager’s ability to consistently provide excess returns above an
appropriate market and style benchmark.
B. Provide better risk/return characteristics versus an appropriate market and style
benchmark.
C. The demonstration of better performance in down market moves.
D. The investment company’s ability to comply with all qualitative measures
deemed appropriate by LSA.
2. Asset Class and Manager Optimization. LSA models are built based on two essential
components. The strategies begin with “Efficient Frontier” theories and are overlaid with a
tactical component from their investment committee. LSA utilizes the “Efficient Frontier”
classical portfolio theory used by many investment managers in their asset allocation decisions.
According to the theory, whenever an investor has a collection of diversified, uncorrelated assets,
an “Efficient Frontier” can be built. This is to say, it will have the highest expected return for any
given level of risk. LSA provides further enhancement to the traditional “Efficient Frontier”
theory by utilizing the Black-Litterman modeling system that provides two distinct differences:
A. This modeling system implements the “Capital Asset Pricing Model” theory
that allows LSA to incorporate more asset classes in our modeling system.
B. Black-Litterman also allows for the implementation of investment committee
forward-looking projections given the current market conditions. This ability
allows LSA to provide a tactical component to our strategies that allows us to
focus and manage based on current economic conditions.
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3. Ongoing Review and Monitoring. LSA provides daily, weekly, monthly, and quarterly
updates with:
A. Regular rebalancing to maintain the proper allocations.
B. Ongoing adjustments to our models and strategies based on LSA’s view of
global markets.
C. Forward looking, proactive, institutional investment research. .
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Investments are subject to risk, and any of
LSA’s investment strategies may lose money.
Risks: (1), (2), (4), (5), (8), (11), (12), (13), (16): See relevant Table
Fees: (1) See relevant Table
A. Capital Preservation Plus
Portfolio Objective: Utilizes income and other stable value investments to minimize
exposure to market risk. The primary goal of this strategy is the preservation of capital.
However, the (CPP) strategy does allow for a small allocation to equities when market
conditions allow. Long term target returns are 6-8% with less than 30% of market risk
represented by the S&P 500 Index. The Capital Preservation Plus (CPP) Strategy
operates utilizing mutual funds and/or ETF’s and, except as otherwise described below,
normally invests approximately 80% of its assets in underlying funds that invest
primarily in fixed- income securities and approximately 20% in underlying funds that
invest primarily in equity securities.
Variations in the target percentage allocation between underlying funds that invest
primarily in equity securities and underlying funds that invest primarily in fixed-income
securities are permitted up to 20% in either direction. Thus, based on its target percentage
allocation of approximately 20% of assets in equity underlying funds and 80% in fixedincome underlying funds, the portfolio may have an equity/fixed income underlying fund
allocation ranging between 0%/100% and 40%/60%. Although variations beyond the
20% range are generally not permitted, the strategy may determine in light of market or
economic conditions that the normal percentage limitations should be exceeded to protect
the strategy or to achieve its goal.
B. Income First
Portfolio Objective: This allocation is designed for stability with an approach to
minimize exposure to high risk investments without fully limiting the opportunity for
growth. The primary goal of the strategy is the preservation of capital and promotion of
growth. Long term target returns are 6-8% with less than 40% of market risk represented
by the S&P 500 Index. The Income Plus (IP) Strategy operates utilizing mutual funds
and/or ETF’s and, except as otherwise described below, normally invests approximately
70% of its assets in underlying funds that invest primarily in fixed-income securities and
approximately 30% in underlying funds that invest primarily in equity securities.
Variations in the target percentage allocation between underlying funds that invest
primarily in equity securities and underlying funds that invest primarily in fixed-income
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securities are permitted up to 20% in either direction. Thus, based on its target percentage
allocation of approximately 30% of assets in equity underlying funds and 70% in fixedincome underlying funds, the portfolio may have an equity/fixed income underlying fund
allocation ranging between 10%/90% and 50%/50%. Although variations beyond the
20% range are generally not permitted, the strategy may determine in light of market or
economic conditions that the normal percentage limitations should be exceeded to protect
the strategy or to achieve its goal.
C. Conservative Growth
Portfolio Objective: Its primary objective is to balance a desire for return with a
concentrated focus on safety measures. The primary goal of the strategy is the
preservation of capital and promotion of growth. Long term target returns are 6-8% with
less than 50% of market risk represented by the S&P 500 Index. The Conservative
Growth (CG) Strategy operates utilizing mutual funds and/or ETF’s and, except as
otherwise described below, normally invests approximately 60% of its assets in
underlying funds that invest primarily in fixed-income securities and approximately 40%
in underlying funds that invest primarily in equity securities.
Variations in the target percentage allocation between underlying funds that invest
primarily in equity securities and underlying funds that invest primarily in fixed-income
securities are permitted up to 20% in either direction. Thus, based on its target percentage
allocation of approximately 40% of assets in equity underlying funds and 60% in fixedincome underlying funds, the portfolio may have an equity/fixed income underlying fund
allocation ranging between 20%/80% and 60%/40%. Although variations beyond the
20% range are generally not permitted, the strategy may determine in light of market or
economic conditions that the normal percentage limitations should be exceeded to protect
the strategy or to achieve its goal.
D. Moderate Growth
Portfolio Objective: Its primary objective is to balance a desire for return with a balanced
focus on safety measures. The primary goal of the strategy is the preservation of capital
and promotion of growth. Long term target returns are 6-8% with less than 60% of
market risk represented by the S&P 500 Index. The Moderate Growth (MG) Strategy
operates utilizing mutual funds and/or ETF’s and, except as otherwise described below,
normally invests approximately 50% of its assets in underlying funds that invest
primarily in fixed-income securities and approximately 50% in underlying funds that
invest primarily in equity securities.
Variations in the target percentage allocation between underlying funds that invest
primarily in equity securities and underlying funds that invest primarily in fixed-income
securities are permitted up to 20% in either direction. Thus, based on its target percentage
allocation of approximately 50% of assets in equity underlying funds and 50% in fixedincome underlying funds, the portfolio may have an equity/fixed income underlying fund
allocation ranging between 30%/70% and 70%/30%. Although variations beyond the
20% range are generally not permitted, the strategy may determine in light of market or
economic conditions that the normal percentage limitations should be exceeded to protect
the strategy or to achieve its goal.
E. Growth
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Portfolio Objective: This allocation’s primary objective is to balance a desire for safety
measures with a concentrated focus on growth. The primary goal of the strategy is the
preservation of capital and promotion of growth. Long term target returns are 6-8% with
less than 70% of market risk represented by the S&P 500 Index. The Growth (GR)
Strategy operates utilizing mutual funds and/or ETF’s and, except as otherwise described
below, normally invests approximately 40% of its assets in underlying funds that invest
primarily in fixed-income securities and approximately 60% in underlying funds that
invest primarily in equity securities.
Variations in the target percentage allocation between underlying funds that invest
primarily in equity securities and underlying funds that invest primarily in fixed-income
securities are permitted up to 15% in either direction. Thus, based on its target percentage
allocation of approximately 60% of assets in equity underlying funds and 40% in fixedincome underlying funds, the portfolio may have an equity/fixed income underlying fund
allocation ranging between 75%/25% and 45%/55%. Although variations beyond the
15% range are generally not permitted, the strategy may determine in light of market or
economic conditions that the normal percentage limitations should be exceeded to protect
the strategy or to achieve its goal.
F. Growth Plus
Portfolio Objective: This allocation’s primary objective is growth, but is designed to
protect a portion of the portfolio during periods of market decline. The primary goal of
the strategy is the preservation of capital and promotion of growth. Long term target
returns are 6-8% with less than 80% of market risk represented by the S&P 500 Index.
The Growth Plus (GRP) Strategy operates utilizing mutual funds and/or ETF’s and,
except as otherwise described below, normally invests approximately 20% of its assets in
underlying funds that invest primarily in fixed-income securities and approximately 80%
in underlying funds that invest primarily in equity securities.
Variations in the target percentage allocation between underlying funds that invest
primarily in equity securities and underlying funds that invest primarily in fixed-income
securities are permitted up to 15% in either direction. Thus, based on its target percentage
allocation of approximately 80% of assets in equity underlying funds and 20% in fixedincome underlying funds, the portfolio may have an equity/fixed income underlying fund
allocation ranging between 95%/5% and 65%/35%. Although variations beyond the 15%
range are generally not permitted, the strategy may determine in light of market or
economic conditions that the normal percentage limitations should be exceeded to protect
the strategy or to achieve its goal.
G. Aggressive Growth
Portfolio Objective: This allocation has the greatest potential for market ups and downs
in exchange for the potential for higher returns. The primary goal of the strategy is the
preservation of capital and promotion of growth. Long term target returns are 6-8% with
less than 90% of market risk represented by the S&P 500 Index. The Aggressive Growth
(AGG) Strategy operates utilizing mutual funds and/or ETF’s and, except as otherwise
described below, normally invests approximately 10% of its assets in underlying funds
that invest primarily in fixed-income securities and approximately 90% in underlying
funds that invest primarily in equity securities.
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Variations in the target percentage allocation between underlying funds that invest
primarily in equity securities and underlying funds that invest primarily in fixed-income
securities are permitted up to 10% in either direction. Thus, based on its target percentage
allocation of approximately 90% of assets in equity underlying funds and 10% in fixedincome underlying funds, the portfolio may have an equity/fixed income underlying fund
allocation ranging between 100%/0% and 80%/20%. Although variations beyond the
10% range are generally not permitted, the strategy may determine in light of market or
economic conditions that the normal percentage limitations should be exceeded to protect
the strategy or to achieve its goal.
H. Tactical Allocator
Portfolio Objective: This allocation’s primary objective is growth, but is designed to
protect a portion of the portfolio during periods of market decline. The primary goal of
the strategy is the preservation of capital and promotion of growth. Long term target
returns are 6-8% with less than 80% of market risk represented by the S&P 500 Index.
The Tactical Allocator (TA) Strategy operates utilizing mutual funds and/or ETF’s and,
except as otherwise described below, normally invests approximately 60% of its assets in
underlying funds that invest primarily in core positions (fixed-income/domestic
equities/international equities) and approximately 40% in underlying funds that invest
primarily in alternative securities.
Variations in the target percentage allocation between underlying funds that invest
primarily in core securities and underlying funds that invest primarily in alternative
securities are permitted up to 10% in either direction. Thus, based on its target percentage
allocation of approximately 70% of assets in core underlying funds and 30% in
alternative underlying funds, the portfolio may have an core/alternative underlying fund
allocation ranging between 80%/20% and 60%/40%. Although variations beyond the
10% range are generally not permitted, the strategy may determine in light of market or
economic conditions that the normal percentage limitations should be exceeded to protect
the strategy or to achieve its goal.
I. Income Focused
Portfolio Objective: This allocation is designed for income and stability with an
approach to minimize exposure to high risk investments without fully limiting the
opportunity for growth. The primary goal of the strategy is to target a 4-6% income
while preserving capital and promoting growth. Long term target returns are 6- 8% with
less than 40% of market risk represented by the S&P 500 Index. The Income Focused
(IF/IS) Strategy operates utilizing mutual funds and/or ETF’s and, except as otherwise
described below, normally invests approximately 50% of its assets in underlying funds
that invest primarily in fixed-income securities and approximately 50% in underlying
funds that invest primarily in equity and alternative securities.
Variations in the target percentage allocation between underlying funds that invest
primarily in equity securities and underlying funds that invest primarily in fixed- income
securities are permitted up to 15% in either direction. Thus, based on its target percentage
allocation of approximately 25% of assets in equity underlying funds, 55% in fixedincome underlying funds, and 15% in alternative underlying funds the portfolio may have
an equity/fixed income/alternative underlying fund allocation ranging between the
portfolio constraints listed below. Although variations beyond the 15% range are
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generally not permitted, the strategy may determine in light of market or economic
conditions that the normal percentage limitations should be exceeded to protect the
strategy or to achieve its goal.
21) Custom Programs
Objective: Jointly defined by "Regatta" and its clients.
Strategy: Jointly defined by "Regatta" and its clients.
Fees: All fees for custom programs are on a negotiated basis.
Custodians: Jointly defined by "Regatta" and its clients.
Other costs: The custodian utilized by Client may have transaction, maintenance fees, etc.

Material Risks Table
There are numerous risks involved in investing. The ones listed below are meant to be
illustrative, rather than exhaustive. Additionally, more detailed information on risks can be found
in each fund’s prospectus, limited partnership, structured products, non-publicly traded REIT’s,
etc. prospectus and/or other related disclosure documents. Visit www.SEC.gov and
www.FINRA.org for a thorough overview of investing and its concepts. The Client
acknowledges that he or she has read and is fully cognizant of the risks described herein as well
as the risks declared in prospectuses and other relevant disclosure documents and has visited
SEC and FINRA websites and independently reviewed and made sure they understand the
general and specific investing concepts and risks of the different investment vehicles and
strategies their portfolio will be invested in before investing.
(1) General risks: There is no assurance that any stated objectives can be met or that any
investment vehicles will be profitable or outperform any indices or benchmarks on an absolute,
relative, or risk adjusted return basis. While Regatta’s investment decisions, those of third party
managers, investment vehicles, or strategies may have been successful in the past or have
demonstrated the possibility of success in research studies, past performance is no guarantee of
future results. Regatta does not warrant investment success.
All investments in securities include a risk of loss of your principal (invested amount) and any
profits that have not been realized (the securities were not sold to “lock in” the profit). Stock,
bond, real estate, commodity, and currency markets fluctuate substantially over time and may go
up or down, sometimes rapidly or unpredictably. During a general downturn in the securities
markets, multiple asset classes may decline in value simultaneously even if the performance of
those asset classes is not otherwise historically correlated. Securities may decline in value due to
factors affecting securities or credit markets generally or particular industries represented in the
securities markets. The value of a security may decline due to general market conditions which
are not specifically related to a particular company, such as real or perceived adverse economic
conditions, changes in the general outlook for corporate earnings, changes in interest or currency
rates or adverse investor sentiment generally. The value of a security may also decline due to
factors which affect a particular industry or industries, such as labor shortages or increased
production costs and competitive conditions within an industry. Investments may also be
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negatively impacted by market disruptions and by attempts by other market participants to
manipulate the prices of particular investments.
In addition, as recent global and domestic economic events have indicated, performance of any
investment is not guaranteed. As a result, there is a risk of loss on the assets we manage that
may be out of our control. We cannot guarantee any level of performance of that you will not
experience a loss of your account assets. Your participation in any of the management programs
offered by Regatta or a third party manager will require you to be prepared to bear the risk of
loss and fluctuating performance.
We do not represent, warrant, or imply that the services or analytical methods we employ can or
will predict future results, successfully identify market tops or bottoms, or insulate you from
losses due to major market corrections or crashes. Past performance is not an indication of
future performance. We cannot guarantee that your goals or objectives will be achieved, or that
advisory services offered by us will provide a better investment strategy.
For additional reading, see The Reality of Investment Risk and Market Risk: What You Don’t
Know Can Hurt You at www.FINRA.org.
(2) Fixed Income Risks: Fixed income strategies may focus on maintaining a portfolio of debt
securities or other instruments that pay either a fixed or a floating rate of interest. Other fixed
income strategies focus on debt securities that provide tax-advantaged interest payments, such as
municipal bonds. Some fixed income strategies focus on debt securities of either short or long
duration or on debt securities of a particular credit quality, such as investment grade or below
investment grade bonds. Other fixed income strategies are designed to seek preservation of
principal while providing sufficient liquidity and maximizing current income. Fixed income
strategies may also focus on debt securities issued by the United States government or debt
securities issued by foreign governments or denominated and paying interest in foreign
currencies. Fixed income strategies may employ derivative strategies to achieve exposures, to
enhance returns or for hedging purposes.
Income investment strategies involve a number of material risks. The specific risks associated
with a particular fixed income strategy depend on the approaches used and the extent to which
the strategy employs certain portfolio management techniques or invests in financial instruments
other than debt securities.
There are numerous risks associated with investing in fixed income securities. Not all of these
risks apply to each fixed income strategy:
•

General Fixed Income Risk: Economic and other events (whether real or perceived) can
reduce the demand for certain income securities or for investments generally, which may
reduce market prices and cause the value of a client portfolio to fall. The frequency and
magnitude of such changes cannot be predicted. Certain securities and other investments
can experience downturns in trading activity and, at such times, the supply of such
instruments in the market may exceed the demand. At other times, the demand for such
instruments may exceed the supply in the market. An imbalance in supply and demand in
the market may result in valuation uncertainties and greater volatility, less liquidity,
wider trading spreads and a lack of price transparency in the market. No active trading
market may exist for certain investments, which may impair the ability of Regatta to sell
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or to realize the full value of such investments in the event of the need to liquidate such
assets. Adverse market conditions may impair the liquidity of some actively traded
investments.
•

Call risk: If a fixed income security is callable, an issuer may exercise its right to redeem
the security earlier than expected (a call). Issuers may call outstanding securities prior to
their maturity for a number of reasons (e.g., declining interest rates, changes in credit
spreads and improvements in the issuer’s credit quality). If an issuer calls a security that
an Account has invested in, the Account may not recoup the full amount of its initial
investment and may be forced to reinvest in lower yielding securities, securities with
greater credit risks or securities with other, less favorable features.

•

Convertible and Preferred Securities Risk: Convertible and preferred securities are
subject to the usual risks associated with income securities, such as interest rate risk and
credit risk. Convertible securities may also react to changes in the value of the common
stock into which they convert, and are thus subject to equity market risk. A convertible
security may be converted at an inopportune time, which may decrease a portfolio’s
return

•

Corporate Debt Securities Risk: Corporate debt securities include corporate bonds,
debentures, notes (which are transferable securities listed or traded on a regulated market)
and other similar corporate debt instruments, including convertible securities. Debt
securities may be acquired with warrants attached. Corporate income-producing
securities may also include forms of preferred or preference stock. The rate of interest on
a corporate debt security may be fixed, floating or variable, and may vary inversely with
respect to a reference rate. The rate of return or return of principal on some debt
obligations may be linked or indexed to the level of exchange rates between the USD and
a different currency or currencies. In addition, corporate debt securities may be highly
customized and as a result may be subject to, among others, liquidity risk and pricing
transparency risks. Corporate debt securities are subject to the risk of the issuer’s inability
to meet principal and interest payments on the obligation and may also be subject to price
volatility due to such factors as interest rate sensitivity, market perception of the
creditworthiness of the issuer and general market liquidity. When interest rates rise, the
value of corporate debt securities can be expected to decline. Debt securities with longer
maturities tend to be more sensitive to interest rate movements than those with shorter
maturities. In addition, certain corporate debt securities may be highly customized and as
a result may be subject to, among others, liquidity and pricing transparency risks.
Company defaults can impact the level of returns generated by corporate debt securities.
An unexpected default can reduce income and the capital value of a corporate debt
security. Furthermore, market expectations regarding economic conditions and the likely
number of corporate defaults may impact the value of corporate debt securities.

•

Credit Risk: Investments in debt obligations are subject to the risk of non-payment of
scheduled principal and interest. Changes in economic conditions or other circumstances
may reduce the capacity of the party obligated to make principal and interest payments on
such instruments and may lead to defaults. Such non-payments and defaults may reduce
the value of, or income distributions from, a client portfolio. The value of a fixed income
security also may decline because of real or perceived concerns about the issuer’s ability
to make principal and interest payments. In addition, the credit ratings of debt obligations
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may be lowered if the financial condition of the party obligated to make payments with
respect to such instruments changes. Credit ratings assigned by rating agencies are based
on a number of factors and do not necessarily reflect the issuer’s current financial
condition or the volatility or liquidity of the security. In the event of bankruptcy of the
issuer of debt obligations, a client portfolio could experience delays or limitations with
respect to its ability to realize the benefits of any collateral securing the instrument. In
order to enforce its rights in the event of a default, bankruptcy or similar situation, a
client may be required to retain legal or similar counsel at its own expense. Municipal
obligations may be insured as to principal and interest payments. If the claims-paying
ability or other rating of the insurer is downgraded by a rating agency, the value of such
obligations may be negatively affected. In the case of an insured bond, the bond’s rating
will be deemed to be the higher of the rating assigned to the bond’s issuer or the insurer.
•

Duration Risk: Duration measures the expected life of a fixed-income security, which
can determine its sensitivity to changes in the general level of interest rates. Securities
with longer durations tend to be more sensitive to interest rate changes than securities
with shorter durations. A portfolio with a longer dollar-weighted average duration can be
expected to be more sensitive to interest rate changes than a portfolio with a shorter
dollar-weighted average duration. Duration differs from maturity in that it considers a
security’s coupon payments in addition to the amount of time until the security matures.
As the value of a security changes over time, so will its duration.

•

Foreign Bond Risk: Investing in foreign bonds has its own risks such as default risk,
political risk and currency risk. Political risk such as instability within the government or
perhaps a regime change is also a risk

•

Interest Rate Risk: In general, the value of income securities will fluctuate based on
changes in interest rates. The value of these securities is likely to increase when interest
rates fall and decline when interest rates rise. Generally, securities with longer durations
are more sensitive to changes in interest rates than shorter duration securities. Because
the client portfolio is managed toward an income objective, it may hold more longer
duration obligations and thereby be more exposed to interest rate risk than municipal
income funds that are managed with a greater emphasis on total return. In a rising interest
rate environment, the duration of income securities that have the ability to be prepaid or
called by the issuer may be extended. In a declining interest rate environment, the
proceeds from prepaid or maturing instruments may have to be reinvested at a lower
interest rate.

•

Lower Rated Investment Investment Risk: Investments rated below investment grade and
comparable unrated investments (“junk bonds”) have speculative characteristics because
of the credit risk associated with their issuers. Changes in economic conditions or other
circumstances typically have a greater effect on the ability of issuers of lower rated
investments to make principal and interest payments than they do on issuers of higher
rated investments. An economic downturn generally leads to a higher non-payment rate,
and a lower rated investment may lose significant value before a default occurs. Lower
rated investments generally are subject to greater price volatility and illiquidity than
higher rated investments. Portfolios that invest in high yield securities and unrated
securities of similar credit quality (commonly known as “high yield securities” or “junk
bonds”) may be subject to greater levels of credit risk, call risk and liquidity risk than
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funds that do not invest in such securities. These securities are considered predominately
speculative with respect to an issuer’s continuing ability to make principal and interest
payments, and may be more volatile than other types of securities. An economic
downturn or individual corporate developments could adversely affect the market for
these securities and reduce a portfolio’s ability to sell these securities at an advantageous
time or price. An economic downturn would generally lead to a higher non-payment rate
and a high yield security may lose significant market value before a default occurs. High
yield securities structured as zero-coupon bonds or pay-in-kind securities tend to be
especially volatile as they are particularly sensitive to downward pricing pressures from
rising interest rates or widening spreads and may require an Account to make taxable
distributions of imputed income without receiving the actual cash currency. Issuers of
high yield securities may have the right to “call” or redeem the issue prior to maturity,
which may result in the Account having to reinvest the proceeds in other high yield
securities or similar instruments that may pay lower interest rates. In addition, the high
yield securities in which an Account invests may not be listed on any exchange and a
secondary market for such securities may be comparatively illiquid relative to markets for
other more liquid fixed income securities. Consequently, transactions in high yield
securities may involve greater costs than transactions in more actively traded securities.
A lack of publicly available information, irregular trading activity and wide bid/ask
spreads among other factors, may, in certain circumstances, make high yield debt more
difficult to sell at an advantageous time or price than other types of securities or
instruments. These factors may result in Regatta being unable to realize full value for
these securities and/or may result in an Account not receiving the proceeds from a sale of
a high yield security for an extended period after such sale, each of which could result in
losses. In addition, adverse publicity and investor perceptions, whether or not based on
fundamental analysis, may decrease the values and liquidity of high yield securities,
especially in thinly-traded market. When secondary markets for high yield securities are
less liquid than the market for other types of securities, it may be more difficult to value
the securities because such valuation may require more research, and elements of
judgment may play a greater role in the valuation because there is less reliable, objective
data available. Because of the risks involved in investing in high yield securities,
investments in such securities should be considered speculative.
•

Inflation-Indexed Security Risk: Inflation-indexed debt securities are subject to the
effects of changes in market interest rates caused by factors other than inflation (real
interest rates). In general, the value of an inflation indexed security, including Treasury
inflation-protected securities, tends to decrease when real interest rates increase and can
increase when real interest rates decrease. Thus generally, during periods of rising
inflation, the value of inflation-indexed securities will tend to increase and during periods
of deflation or falling inflation, their value will tend to decrease. Interest payments on
inflation-indexed securities are unpredictable and will fluctuate as the principal and
interest are adjusted for inflation. There can be no assurance that the inflation index used
(i.e., the Consumer Price Index (“CPI”)) will accurately measure the real rate of inflation
in the prices of goods and services. Because municipal and corporate inflation-indexed
securities are a small component of their respective bond markets, they may be subject to
liquidity risk.
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•

Maturity Risk: Interest rate risk will generally affect the price of a fixed income security
more if the security has a longer maturity. Fixed income securities with longer maturities
will therefore be more volatile than other fixed income securities with shorter maturities.
Conversely, fixed income securities with shorter maturities will be less volatile but
generally provide lower returns than fixed income securities with longer maturities. The
average maturity of a client portfolio will affect the volatility of the portfolio’s rate of
return.

•

Municipal Securities Risk: Municipal securities are issued by or on behalf of states,
territories, possessions and local governments and their agencies and other
instrumentalities, and may be secured by the issuer’s general obligations or by the
revenue associated with a specific capital project. Both “general obligation” municipal
bonds and “revenue” bonds are subject to interest rate, credit and market risk, and
uncertainties related to the tax status of a municipal bond or the rights of investors
invested in these securities. The ability of an issuer to make payments could be affected
by litigation, legislation or other political events or the bankruptcy of the issuer. In
addition, imbalances in supply and demand in the municipal market may result in a
deterioration of liquidity and lack of price transparency in the market. At certain times,
this may affect pricing, execution, and transaction costs associated with a particular trade.
The value of certain municipal securities, in particular obligation debt, may also be
adversely affected by right health care costs, increasing unfunded pension liabilities,
changes in accounting standards, and by the phasing out of federal programs providing
financial support. Municipal securities may be less liquid than taxable bonds and there
may be less publicly available information on the financial condition of municipal
securities issuers than for issuers of other securities. The secondary market for municipal
securities also tends to be less well-developed or liquid than many other securities
markets, a by-product of lower capital commitments to the asset class by the dealer
community, which may adversely affect Regatta’s ability to sell municipal securities it
holds at attractive prices or value municipal securities. More specifically, the spread
between the price at which an obligation can be purchased and the price at which it can
be sold may widen during periods of market distress. Less liquid obligations can become
more difficult to value and be subject to erratic price movements. Lower rated municipal
bonds are subject to greater credit and market risk than higher quality municipal bonds.

•

Sector Risk: A fixed income portfolio may invest a significant portion of its assets in a
particular company, economic sector, state and/or U.S. territory, etc., and, as a result, the
value of a portfolio may fluctuate more than that of a more broadly diversified client
portfolio with a greater risk of loss.

See Understanding Bond Risk at www.FINRA.org and Interest Rate Risk – When Interest Rates
Go Up, What Are Corporate Bonds, What Are High Yield Bonds, What Are Bond Funds and
The ABCs of Credit Ratings at www.SEC.gov
(3) Equity Securities Risks: Equity securities represent an ownership interest, or the right to
acquire an ownership interest, in an issuer. Equity securities also include, among other things,
common stocks, preferred stocks, convertible stocks and warrants. The values of equity
securities, such as common stocks and preferred stocks, may decline due to general market
conditions which are not specifically related to a particular company, such as real or perceived
adverse economic conditions, changes in the general outlook for corporate earnings, changes in
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interest or currency rates or adverse investor sentiment generally. Equity securities generally
have greater price volatility than most fixed income securities. Additionally, issuers that have
paid regular dividends may decrease or eliminate dividend payments in the future, which may
result in a decrease in the value of the security and/or an investor receiving less income. In
addition, portfolios that invest in equities issued by companies that have paid regular dividends
to shareholders may decrease or eliminate dividend payments in the future. A decrease in
dividend payments by an issuer may result in a decrease in the value of the security held by a
portfolio or by receiving less income. In addition, equity securities with higher dividend yields
may be sensitive to changes in interest rates, and as interest rates rise, the prices of such
securities may fall.
(4) Passive Investment Risk: A passive investment is not actively managed and securities will
not be sold due to current or projected underperformance of a security, industry or sector, unless
that security is removed from the Index or the selling of shares of that security is otherwise
required upon a reconstitution of the Index in accordance with the relevant index’s methodology.
A passive investment invests in securities included in, an index, regardless of their investment
merits.
(5) Active and Quantitative Management Risks: Quantitative investment techniques and analyses
may be used in whole or in part in making investment decisions for a client portfolio, but there
can be no assurance that these will achieve the desired results. Client portfolios that use
quantitative management are highly dependent on quantitatively-based pricing theories and
valuation models that generally have not been independently tested or otherwise reviewed.
(6) Rules-Based Management Risks: Certain strategies and investments may utilize rule based
investment vehicles and analyses in making investment decisions, seeking to achieve total return
while minimizing exposure to market risk. These investment strategies have not been
independently tested or validated, and there can be no assurance that they will achieve the
desired results. Such strategies may experience a lag in a rising market and not benefit from a
rising trend and may be adversely affected by a downward trend. Such strategies may also be
whipsawed in volatile non-trending markets.
(7) Sector Risks: Companies with similar characteristics, such as those within the same industry,
may be grouped together in broad categories called sectors. To the extent an underlying fund
invests its assets in a particular sector, the fund’s performance may be more susceptible to any
economic, business or other developments that generally affect that sector.
(8) Style Risks: Different investment styles, such as growth or equity, tend to shift in and out of
favor depending on market and investor sentiment. The Fund may underperform other funds that
invest in underlying funds with similar asset classes but employ different investment styles.
(9) International and country specific risks. Mutual funds, annuity sub-accounts, ETNs, ETFs,
stocks and bonds, etc. which invest predominately in shares or obligations of companies
organized outside the United States have special risks. The investments of such funds may be
materially impacted by unstable political environments in the country of organization of their
portfolio companies, by foreign currency fluctuations and/or even a risk of nationalization or
seizure of foreign deposits or assets. Foreign taxes and differences in financial and accounting
standards from ones applicable to U.S. companies introduce additional risks. Large bid and ask
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spreads may be present when entering or exiting positions along with additional transaction
costs. For additional reading see International Investing at www.SEC.gov.
(10) Technology investment risks: Mutual funds, annuity sub-accounts, ETPs, stocks and bonds,
structured products, etc. which invest predominately in shares or obligations of technology
companies are subject to intense competition and may have limited product lines, markets,
financial resources or personnel. Due to rapid technological developments and frequent new
product introductions, technology companies bear the additional risk of product introduction or
product obsolescence as well as dramatic and often unpredictable changes in growth rates and
competition for qualified personnel. These companies are heavily dependent on patent and
intellectual property rights, the loss or impairment of which may adversely affect profitability.
Technology stocks also tend to be extremely volatile relative to the overall market.
(11) Value Investing Risks: Mutual funds, annuity sub-accounts, ETPs, stocks and bonds, etc.
which invest predominately in shares or obligations considered to be “Value” attempt to identify
companies that a portfolio manager believes to be undervalued. Value stocks typically have
prices that are low relative to factors such as the company’s earnings, cash flow or dividends.
Value investing carries the risk that the market will not recognize a security’s intrinsic value for
a long time, or that a stock deemed to be undervalued may actually be appropriately priced.
“Value” stocks can react differently to issuer, political, market and economic developments than
the market as a whole and other types of stocks. A value investing style may perform better or
worse than equity portfolios that focus on growth stocks or that have a broader investment style.
(12) Growth Investing Risks: Strategies which invest primarily in stocks of growth companies
are subject to the risk of underperforming the overall stock market during periods in which
stocks of growth companies are out of favor and generate lower returns than the market as a
whole.
(13) Small Mid-size Company Risks: Mutual funds, annuity sub-accounts, ETPs, stocks and
bonds, etc., which invest predominately in shares or obligations of companies with small or midsized market capitalizations, may be dependent upon a single proprietary product or market
niche, may have limited product lines or markets of financial resources, etc. Typically such
companies have fewer securities outstanding and may be less liquid than securities of larger
companies. Their common stock and other securities may trade less frequently and in limited
volume are generally more sensitive to purchase and sale transactions. The absolute values of
changes in the prices of securities with small or mid-sized market capitalizations may be greater
than those in larger, more established companies.
(14) Real Estate Asset Risks: Real estate investments, including real estate investment trusts
(“REITs”), are subject to special risks associated with real estate, including but not limited to the
following: adverse changes in domestic or international economic conditions, local market
conditions and the financial conditions of tenants; changes in the number of buyers and sellers of
properties; decreases in consumer confidence; changes in prices for key commodities or
products; increases in the availability of supply of property relative to demand; changes in
availability of debt financing; increases in interest rates, the incidence of taxation on real estate,
occupancy rates, energy prices and other operating expenses; liabilities under environmental and
hazardous waste laws changes in such environmental laws and regulations, land use, planning
and zooming laws and other governmental rules and fiscal policies; changes in the relative
popularity of properties; risks due to the dependence on cash flow; risks and operating problems
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arising out of the presence of certain construction materials; acts of God, uninsurable losses and
other factors which are beyond the control of the Company. In addition, as recent experience has
demonstrated, real estate is subject to long-term cyclical trends that give rise to significant
volatility in real estate values. Finally, changes in underlying real estate values may have an
exaggerated effect to the extent that REITs concentrate investments in particular geographic
regions or property types.
(15) Precious metals, resource, and commodity investment risks. Mutual funds, stocks, ETPs,
etc. that invest predominately in shares of many companies engaged in exploration, recovery,
refinements and the sale of natural resource commodities such as gold, silver, platinum,
palladium, crude oil, refining, grains, etc. tend to reflect the changing values of the commodities
and therefore are subject to substantial volatility. There are numerous risks associated with
investing in commodities and commodity linked investments, including, but not limited to the
following: commodities and commodity linked investments are affected by events that might
have less impact on the values of stocks and bonds. Investments linked to the prices of
commodities are considered speculative. Prices of commodities and related contracts may
fluctuate significantly over short periods for a variety of factors, including: changes in supply
and demand relationships, the value of the commodity, the overall money supply, central bank
buying and selling, market volatility, the commodity index or other economic variable, interest
and yield rates in the market, the weather, agriculture, trade, fiscal, monetary, and exchange
control programs, disease, pestilence, embargoes, tariffs and international economic, political,
military and regulatory developments. Exposure to commodities and commodities markets may
subject a client portfolio to greater volatility than investments in traditional securities. No active
trading market may exist for certain commodities investments, which may impair the ability to
sell or to realize the full value of such investments in the event of the need to liquidate such
investments. In addition, adverse market conditions may impair the liquidity of actively traded
commodities investments
Commodity-linked instruments have substantial risks, including the risk of losing your entire
principal. Commodity-linked notes are subject to credit risks on the underlying investment and
to counter-party credit risk as well as valuation risk.
Occasionally a mutual fund, annuity sub-account or ETP may be purchased that may invest in
commodity-linked structured notes and futures contracts that have substantial risks, including
risk of loss of a significant portion of their principal value. Because the performance of
structured notes and futures contracts are linked to the performance of the underlying commodity
prices, these investments are subject to “market risks” that relate to movements in the
commodities markets. They may be subject to additional risks that do not affect traditional equity
and debt securities. These include risk of loss of interest, interest and prepayment risks, lack of
secondary market, risk of greater volatility, credit risk, hedging risks, risk of non-diversification,
risks of leverage, and roll yield risk.
Please visit the FINRA website at the following addresses regarding an investor alert and news
release.
http://www.finra.org/Investors/ProtectYourself/InvestorAlerts/FraudsAndScams/P124119
http://www.finra.org/Newsroom/NewsReleases/2011/P124214
(16) Currency Risk: In general, the value of investments in, or denominated in, foreign
currencies increase when the U.S. dollar is weak (i.e., is losing value relative to foreign
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currencies) or when foreign currencies are strong (i.e., are gaining value relative to the U.S.
dollar). When foreign currencies are weak or the U.S. dollar is strong, such investments
generally will decrease in value. The value of foreign currencies as measured in U.S. dollars may
be unpredictably affected by changes in foreign currency rates and exchange control regulations,
application of foreign tax laws (including withholding tax), governmental administration of
economic or monetary policies (in the U.S. or abroad), intervention (or the failure to intervene)
by U.S. or foreign governments or central banks, and relations between nations. A devaluation of
a currency by a country’s government or banking authority will have a significant impact on the
value of any investments denominated in that currency. Currency markets generally are not as
regulated as securities markets and currency transactions are subject to settlement, custodial and
other operational risks.
(17) Derivatives Risk: The use of derivatives can lead to losses because of adverse movements in
the price or value of the asset, index, rate or instrument underlying a derivative such as a
structured product, due to failure of a counterparty or due to tax or regulatory constraints.
Derivatives may create economic leverage in a client portfolio, which magnifies the portfolio’s
exposure to the underlying investment. Derivatives risk may be more significant when
derivatives are used to enhance return or as a substitute for a cash investment position, rather
than solely to hedge the risk of a position held by a client portfolio. A decision as to whether,
when and how to use derivatives involves the exercise of specialized skill and judgment, and a
transaction may be unsuccessful in whole or in part because of market behavior or unexpected
events. Changes in the value of a derivative may not correlate perfectly with the underlying
asset, rate or index, and a client’s portfolio may lose more than the principal amount invested.
Derivative instruments traded in over-the-counter markets may be difficult to value, may be
illiquid, and may be subject to wide swings in valuation caused by changes in the value of the
underlying instrument. If a derivative counterparty is unable to honor its commitments, the value
of a client portfolio may decline and/or the portfolio could experience delays in the return of
collateral or other assets held by the counterparty. The loss on derivative transactions may
substantially exceed the initial investment. Certain strategies may use derivatives extensively.
(18) Credit Risk: An investment could lose money if the issuer or guarantor of a security
(including a security purchased with securities lending collateral), the counterparty to a
derivatives contract, a structured product issuer, repurchase agreement or a loan of portfolio
securities, or the issuer or guarantor of collateral, is unable or unwilling, or is perceived (whether
by market participants, rating agencies, pricing services or otherwise) as unable or unwilling, to
honor its obligations. The downgrade of the credit of a security or of the issuer of security held
by the Account may decrease its value. Securities are subject to varying degrees of credit risk,
which are often reflected in credit ratings. A portfolio’s average credit quality may not accurately
reflect the risk of the portfolio, especially if it consists of securities with widely varying credit
ratings. Therefore, a portfolio with an average credit rating that suggests a certain credit quality
may in fact be subject to greater credit risk than the average would suggest. This risk is greater to
the extent the portfolio uses leverage or derivatives in connection with the management of the
portfolio.
(19) Interest Rate Risk: Interest rate risk is the risk that fixed income securities, stocks, real
estate, structured products, and other instruments in portfolio will decline in value because of
changes in interest rates. As nominal interest rates rise, the value of certain such securities held
by a portfolio is likely to decrease. A nominal interest rate can be described as the sum of a real
interest rate and an expected inflation rate. Interest rate changes can be sudden and
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unpredictable, and a portfolio may lose money as a result of movements in interest rates. Fixed
income securities with longer durations tend to be more sensitive to changes in interest rates,
usually making them more volatile than securities with shorter durations. The values of equity
and other non-fixed income securities may also decline due to fluctuations in interest rates.
Inflation-indexed bonds including Treasury Inflation-Protected Securities (“TIPS”), decline in
value when real interest rates rise. In certain interest rate environments, such as when real
interest rates are rising faster than nominal interest rates, inflation indexed bonds may experience
greater losses than other fixed income securities with similar durations.
Variable and floating rate securities generally are less sensitive to interest rate changes but may
decline in value if their interest rates do not rise as much, or as quickly, as interest rates in
general. Conversely, floating rate securities will not generally increase in value if interest rates
decline. Inverse floating rate securities may decrease in value if interest rates increase. Inverse
floating rate securities may also exhibit greater price volatility than a fixed rate obligation with
similar credit quality. When a portfolio holds variable or floating rate securities, a decrease (or,
in the case of inverse floating rate securities, an increase) in market interest rates will adversely
affect the income received from such securities and the value of the investment. Dividend-paying
equity securities, particularly those whose market price is closely related to their yield, may be
more sensitive to changes in interest rates. During periods of rising interest rates, the values of
such securities may decline, which may result in investment losses. A portfolio’s average
duration may not accurately reflect the interest rate risk of the portfolio, especially if the
portfolio consists of securities with widely varying durations. Regatta may not be able to hedge
against changes in interest rates or may choose not to do so for cost or other reasons.
Additionally, any hedges may not work as intended. Rising interest rates could also affect the
value of an investment. Convexity is an additional measure used to understand a security’s or
Account’s interest rate sensitivity. Convexity measures the rate of change of duration in response
to changes in interest rates. With respect to a security’s price, a larger convexity (positive or
negative) may imply more dramatic price changes in response to changing interest rates.
Convexity may be positive or negative. Negative convexity implies that interest rate increases
result in increased duration, meaning increased sensitivity in prices in response to rising interest
rates. Thus, securities with negative convexity, which may include bonds with traditional call
features and certain mortgage-backed securities, may experience greater losses in periods of
rising interest rates. Accordingly, investments holding such securities may be subject to a greater
risk of losses in periods of rising interest rates.
(20) Inflation and Deflation Risk: An investment may be subject to inflation and deflation risk.
Inflation risk is the risk that the present value of assets or income of an investment will be worth
less in the future as inflation decreases in the present value of money. Deflation risk is the risk
that prices throughout the economy decline over time creating an economic recession, which
could make issuer default more likely and may result in a decline in the value of an investment.
(21) Valuation Risk: The process of valuing securities for which reliable market quotations are
not available is based on inherent uncertainties, and the resulting values may differ from values
that would have been determined had readily available market quotations been available for such
securities. As a result, the values placed on such securities may differ from values placed on such
securities by other investors and from prices at which such securities may ultimately be sold.
Where appropriate, third-party pricing information, which may be indicative of, or used as an
input in determining, fair value may be used, but such information may at times not be available
regarding certain assets or, if available, may not be considered reliable. Even if considered
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reliable, such third party information might not ultimately reflect the price obtained for that
security in a market transaction, which could be higher or lower than the third-party pricing
information. Disruptions in the credit markets have from time to time resulted in a severe lack of
liquidity for many securities, making them more difficult to value and, in many cases, putting
significant downward pressure on prices.
(22) Foreign Investment Risk: Foreign investment risk arises when investing in securities and
other investments that are economically tied to countries with developing economies (often
referred to as emerging market securities). These securities may present market, credit, currency,
contractual, liquidity, legal, political and other risks different from, or greater than, the risks of
investing in developed foreign countries. Emerging market securities are often more vulnerable
to market and economic events than are developed market securities. Many emerging market
countries have experienced substantial, and in some periods extremely high, rates of inflation for
many years. Inflation and rapid fluctuations in inflation rates have had and may continue to have
negative effects on such countries’ economies and securities markets.
(23) Tax Risk: The tax treatment of investments held in a client portfolio may be adversely
affected by future tax legislation, Treasury Regulations and/or guidance issued by the Internal
Revenue Service that could affect the character, timing, and/or amount of taxable income or
gains attributable to an account. Income from tax-exempt municipal obligations could be
declared taxable because of unfavorable changes in tax laws, adverse interpretations by the
Internal Revenue Service or state tax authorities or non-compliant conduct of a bond issuer. A
portion of a client portfolio’s income may be taxable to shareholders subject to the federal
alternative minimum tax.
(24) Tax-Managed Investing Risk: Market conditions may limit the ability to generate tax losses
or to generate dividend income taxed at favorable tax rates. A tax-managed strategy may cause a
client portfolio to hold a security in order to achieve more favorable tax-treatment or to sell a
security in order to create tax losses. The ability to utilize various tax-management techniques
will vary and may not be successful.
(25) Issuer Diversification Risk: Strategies that focus their investments on a small number of
issuers for example, structured products and private equity, are generally more susceptible to
risks affecting such issuers than a more diversified strategy might be.
(26) Concentrated investments risks: Concentrated investment risk means that investment
performance may be subject to greater of amplified losses that may occur from having a low
portion of your holding in a particular investment asset class or market segment relative to your
overall portfolio. For additional reading see Concentrate on Concentration Risk at
www.FINRA.org.
(27) Buy and hold risks: Mutual funds, annuity sub-accounts, ETPs, stocks, bonds and structured
products which are selected by and passively invested in by Regatta gives rise to certain risks.
For example, an unhedged or unprotected passive buy and hold investment can decrease
materially during periods of market stress. In the case of structured products, a buy and hold
approach is required by design. There is no ability to replace the underlying prior to maturity.
They may be illiquid and may not be sold prior to maturity. Also, if the underlying experiences
price weakness prior to maturity, an investor may not be able to sell prior to maturity.
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Investments may experience material drawdowns during any period of general weakness in
equity markets.
(28) Model Risk: Regatta can not offer assurances that any of the portfolio management or asset
allocation models or those of any third party managers it offers will achieve its intended results
or maximize returns or minimize risk, or be appropriate for every investor seeking a particular
risk profile.
(29) Hedging and shorting risks: In an effort to protect certain portfolios against adverse market
conditions, RR&MM may (but is not obligated to) invest in investment vehicles that
employ hedging techniques. Hedging is a strategy theoretically designed to reduce investment
risk. Investment risk may be theoretically reduced by directly or indirectly using call or put
options or by short selling. A hedge can theoretically help lock in profits and to potentially
reduce the volatility of a portfolio by reducing the risk of loss. Rather than buying individual
stocks or options directly, Regatta may invest in mutual funds, annuity sub-accounts, ETFs or in
some cases structured products that "short" the stock market, or segments of the market, and
even U.S. government bonds, as well as mutual funds and ETPs that "hedge" against market
volatility. It may also include buying mutual funds that are both long and short i.e. the manager
attempts to have a portion of the portfolio in stocks that will appreciate if the segment invested in
rises and a portion of the portfolio in investments that should appreciate if the underlying
investment falls in value. Buying mutual funds, annuity sub-accounts, ETPs, etc. that short the
market or segments of the market and are linked to a particular market index or segment of the
market are subject to an inverse correlation risk when the underlying benchmark rises; a result
that is the opposite from traditional equity mutual funds. The fund, ETF, or stock’s loss on short
sales is limited only by the maximum attainable price of the security (which could be limitless)
less the price paid for the security at the time it was borrowed. While such transactions may
reduce certain risks, such transactions themselves may entail certain other risks. Thus, while a
portfolio may benefit from the use of these hedging mechanisms, unanticipated changes in
interest rates, securities prices, volatility, or the effectiveness of such hedges may result in a
poorer overall performance than if it had not entered into such hedging transactions. There can
be no assurance that the hedging strategy will reduce risk or that hedging transactions will be
either available or cost effective. Regatta is not required to use hedging and may choose not to do
so.
For additional reading, see Investor Bulletin: An Introduction to Short Sales @ www.SEC.gov.
(30) Leverage risks: In certain strategies, Regatta may occasionally utilize leveraged investments
such as ETPs and mutual funds to hedge other "long" or "short" positions, engage in spread
trades, or if Regatta client’s determine that circumstances are favorable, for speculative purposes.
Leverage provides exposure to certain securities in excess of 100%. Such exposure will make a
portfolio more sensitive to movement in the value of those instruments. The risks of a leveraged
position is that, in market conditions adverse to the portfolio, the portfolio could result in losses
being larger than they otherwise would have been.
(31) Trading risk: Trading systems utilized by Regatta are primarily computer based. Regatta’s
strategies are dependent to a significant degree on proper functioning of its internal computer
systems. Systems failures, whether due to third party failure upon which such systems are
dependent or the failure of hardware or software, could disrupt trading or make trading
impossible until such failure is remedied. Such failures may result from events including ‘acts of
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God’ and domestic or international terrorism. Any such failure and consequential inability to
trade (even for a short time) could, in certain market conditions, cause portfolios to experience
trading losses or to miss opportunities for profitable trading. Moreover, trading in OTC markets
expose clients to risks not applicable to trading on organized exchanges. Trading on non-U.S.
exchanges and markets exposes clients to risks not normally applicable to trading on U.S.
markets and exchanges. Finally, increases in assets under Regatta’s management may have an
adverse effect on its trading execution
(32) Turnover/Frequent Trading Risk: A change in the securities held by an investment strategy
is known as “portfolio turnover.” Higher portfolio turnover is a result of frequent trading and
involves correspondingly greater expenses to a portfolio, including brokerage commissions or
dealer mark-ups and other transaction costs on the sale of securities and reinvestments in other
securities. Such sales may also represent tax risk. The trading costs and tax risk associated with
portfolio turnover may adversely affect a portfolio’s performance.
(33) Minimum holding period risks: Some mutual funds and annuity sub-accounts incorporate
minimum holding periods before a fund can be sold. Potentially large drawdowns during periods
of market stress without the possibility of selling the position are a possibility.
(34) Fee risks: Some mutual funds, annuity sub-accounts and non-publicly traded REITs may
impose substantial redemption charges on investments held for less than a certain specified
minimum holding period. While reasonable efforts will be made by Regatta where possible to
avoid imposition of such charges, no guarantee is made that the Client will not incur such
charges. Clients entering and exiting a strategy using funds with redemption fees are likely to
incur such charges. Redemption charges are incurred by the Client and are not included in
Regatta’s fee.
(35) Risks involved in option investing: Both the purchase and the writing of options contracts
involve a high degree of risk, and mutual funds and Exchange Traded Products that invest in
options are not suitable for all investors, and accordingly, should be entered into only by
investors who understand the nature and extent of their rights and obligations and are fully aware
of the inherent risk. A client should not utilize this strategy unless they are able to sustain a total
loss of the premium and transaction costs. The price of an options contract is affected by various
factors such as the relationship between the exercise price and the market price of the underlying
security, implied volatility, the expiration date of the option and the price fluctuations or other
characteristics of the underlying stock. Investors directly investing in options or indirectly via
mutual funds or ETFs that do may experience additional risks and potential risk of loss that
investors would not be subject to if it invested directly in the securities and commodities
underlying those derivatives. The Exchanges or other regulatory bodies may restrict transactions
in particular options or the exercise of options contracts in their discretion from time to time. All
index option exercise are settled by cash payment and not by the delivery of securities; and all
index option exercises are based on the closing index value and that any "in-the-money" index
options exercised prior to the availability of the closing index value face the risk of closing out of
the money due to a subsequent adverse change in the index value, etc. Clients should also make
sure they download and understand the "Characteristics and Risks of Standardized Options"
document available at www.optionsclearing.com.
(36) Reliance on third party risks: Third parties (including without limitation, broker dealers,
registered representatives, insurance agents, investment advisors, custodians, issuers or
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guarantors, insurance companies, transfer agents, calculation agents, due diligence firms such as
Mercer, solicitors and employees and agents of each of them) provide services, systems,
information, opinions, programs and data upon which Regatta necessarily relies on, whose
reliability, while believed to be accurate, cannot be guaranteed and losses may result from
reliance upon them. These third party risks include reliance on third party investment managers
or investment vehicles such as publicly non-traded REITs, Regulation D. private placements,
mortgage note investments, managed futures, etc. which may be unprofitable. These are normal
risks for which Regatta takes no responsibility beyond use of reasonable care in the selection of
third party firms, manage or investment vehicles, etc. In instances when we recommend that you
use a third party manager to manage your account, we will provide you with a disclosure
brochure for the third party manager that will detail its investment strategies, methods of
analysis, and associated risks.
(37) Risks for investors of all structured products: Risks associated with investing in these
investments include, but are not limited to credit risk, illiquid markets, possible use of leverage,
interest rate increases and changes in currency markets. Unless it is an FDIC insured certificate
of deposit wrapper, and then only up to applicable limits, structured products are dependent on
the ability of the issuer or the guarantor(s) to honor terms of the structured product, including
any principal guarantees, at maturity. Depending on the type of structured product, other risk
factors may be pertinent. Generally investors will not receive dividends of linked securities for
the term of the investment and many of these structured products are designed to be held to
maturity versus selling prior to maturity. For a full summary of risks associated with structured
products, read the prospectus.
Prior to maturity the price of the structured product may be influenced by the issuer’s financial
condition, volatility, interest rates, etc. as well as many of the same risk factors that affect the
underlying asset it is linked to.
Liquidity on a structured product may be light or even non-existent. For example, there may only
be a few market makers or only a single dealer, who may also be the issuer’s principal
underwriter, who may or may not provide liquidity. Moreover, many issuers intend to provide a
secondary market to encourage the use of their structured products, but are not legally required to
do so. Structured products may be illiquid even if it is listed on a securities exchange or trade in
over-the-counter secondary markets.
Due to the relative illiquidity, two primary issues face investors who wish to sell their structured
products on the secondary market prior to maturity:
1. Variable bid and offer spreads: Wide spreads may result during periods of market
volatility or when the sell size is large and/or thinly traded or highly customized, utilizing
a proprietary index or when the issuer’s hedging risk is large.
2. A wide spread can complicate a decision to exit.
The United States Federal Income tax consequences of structured products are uncertain, and tax
or regulatory rules may change prior to maturity.
Due to their unique payoff profiles, it is difficult to establish benchmarks to evaluate relative
performance against structured products.
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There are no ownership or voting rights in the underlying asset(s).
Certain built in costs are likely to adversely affect the value of the notes prior to maturity.
If a cap is present, any gains may be limited to a maximum return which can lead to an
opportunity cost in a strongly trending market.
If a knock-out barrier is present on a ‘shark fin’, an investor may no longer participate on the
upside if the underlying equals or exceeds the single, upper barrier.
(a) Illustrative risks for capital protected structured products [non-SCARP]
For capital protected structured products, in the event of an adverse outcome, the non-SCARP
must be held to maturity to receive the full or partial nominal capital protection and is subject to
the credit risk of the issuer or guarantor, even for structured products issued in a FDIC certificate
of deposit wrapper.
For additional information on Market Linked CDs, visit the following websites www.FDIC,gov,
www.SEC.gov, and www.FINRA.gov, etc. where additional information can be found.
Illustrative articles include but are not limited to the following:
1. SEC: Structured Notes with Principal Protection:
http://www.sec.gov/investor/alerts/structurednotes.htm
For principal protected structured products, only the principal is guaranteed. Gains are not.
If there is an adverse outcome, the principal protection feature tends not to come into effect until
maturity when all terms are fully applied. Likewise, any appreciation in the structured product
tends to lag the underlying it is linked to and is typically not fully reflected until maturity.
Limitations for capital protected structured products issued in a FDIC insured CD wrapper
Pursuant to the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of July 21, 2010,
FDIC protection was permanently set at $250,000 for all deposits held by a consumer in the
same ownership capacity (see the table below for maximum FDIC insurance protection
amounts).
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Source: FDIC Website. http://www.fdic.gov/deposit/deposits/dis/
Additional risks associated with market linked CDs
Under federal legislation adopted in 1993, claims of depositors are entitled to a preference in
right of payment over claims of general unsecured creditors i.e. investors in capital protected
structured products in an FDIC insured wrapper in the event of a liquidation or other resolution
of any FDIC-insured depository institution. There can be no assurance that a depositor would
receive the entire uninsured amount of the CD in any such liquidation or other resolution.
The FDIC’s powers as receiver or conservator could also adversely affect an investor’s return. If
the FDIC was appointed as conservator or receiver of the bank, it has the authority to disaffirm
or repudiate any contract to which the bank is a party, if it deems the performance burdensome
and the disaffirmance or repudiation of which was determined to promote the orderly
administration of the bank’s affairs. It is likely that for these deposit obligations, such as the
capital protected structured products in an FDIC insured CD wrappers, would be considered
“contracts” within the meaning of the foregoing, and there is the possibility they could be
repudiated by the FDIC as conservator or receiver of the bank. Such repudiation should result in
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a claim by a depositor against the conservator or receiver for the capital of the CDs. The FDIC
as conservator or receiver may also transfer to another insured depository institution any of the
insolvent bank’s assets and liabilities, including liabilities such as capital protected structured
product in CD wrapper, without the approval or consent of the beneficial owners of the CDs. The
transferee depository institution would be permitted to offer beneficial owners of the CDs the
choice of (i) repayment of the capital amount of the CDs or (ii) substitute terms, which may be
less favorable.
If a default occurs on the CDs, there is no specific time period during which the FDIC must
make insurance payments available. Thus, an investor may have a delay in getting their FDIC
insurance payments.
Capital protected structured products in an FDIC insured CD wrapper are protected only by the
FDIC. There is no additional protection provided by any other entity or governmental agency.
The scope and extent of FDIC rules can change prior to maturity: Amendments to existing
legislation or regulations or enactment of new legislation or regulations relating to FDIC
insurance may be introduced at any time, which could alter the FDIC insurance coverage on a
capital protected structured products in a FDIC insured certificate of deposit wrapper.
Additionally, FDIC insurance programs can be ended for the issuer: It is possible for the FDIC
insured status of the bank to be terminated in certain circumstances, which could potentially
result in the loss of FDIC insurance for the capital protected structured products. In that case, an
investment in the CDs would become subject to the credit risk of the bank with respect to the
entire amount of the CDs, as well as any interest accrued but unpaid thereon.
Investing in a capital protected structured product in a CD wrapper is not equivalent to investing
in a conventional certificate of deposit or directly in the underlying(s). The capital protected
structured products in an FDIC insured wrapper differ from conventional bank deposits, whether
they are designed for current income or capital appreciation. In the case of a capital protected
structured product in an FDIC insured CD designed for current income, the payment of the
coupons depends on the performance of the underlying(s) and strategy, which could in certain
scenarios, be zero. The same holds true for capital protected structured products in a FDIC
insured CD wrapper designed for capital appreciation. If the underlying(s) fails to perform as
anticipated or the strategy is unsuccessful, the return on the investment at maturity could also be
zero. If such were the case, an investor in capital protected structured product in an FDIC
wrapper would receive less than an investor who bought a conventional certificate of deposit.
FDIC coverage exclusions
Only an investor’s nominal initial capital and accrued interest are protected by FDIC insurance,
up to applicable limits.
Any gains, unaccrued interest, premiums paid on the secondary market, amounts exceeding the
FDIC insurance limits, and depending on its structure, any minimum return features prior to the
maturity date, are subject to the credit risk of the issuer or guarantor.
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Any of the aforementioned or additional exclusions not covered by FDIC insurance are
considered to be the senior unsecured debt obligations of the issuer or guarantor. Thus, they are
subject to the ability of the issuer to guarantee these amounts. If the issuer defaults on its
obligation or files for bankruptcy, an investor may sustain a loss for the amounts not covered.
For additional information on capital protected structured products, visit the following websites
www.FDIC,gov, www.SEC.gov, and www.FINRA.gov.
Illustrative articles include but are not limited to the following:
1. FDIC: Market Linked CDs:
http://www.fdic.gov/consumers/consumer/news/cnspr12/marketlinkedcds.html
2. FDIC: CDs: http://www.fdic.gov/deposit/deposits/certificate/index.html
3. Securities and Exchange Commission: Equity-Linked CDs:
http://www.sec.gov/answers/equitylinkedcds.htm
4. SEC: High Yield CDs: http://www.sec.gov/investor/pubs/certific.htm
(b) Illustrative risks specific to Reverse Exchange Convertibles (REX) [SCARP]
Reverse Exchange Convertibles:
An investor will only receive a fixed coupon. An investor will not participate in any price rises in
the underlying. In a bull market, this could lead to a significant opportunity cost versus a direct
investment in the underlying asset.
Reverse Exchange Convertibles are substantially more risky than income securities and are not
equivalent to conventional fixed income investments.
REXs are also subject to credit risk of the issuer or guarantor and short maturities lead to
constant re-investment risk.
For additional information on Reverse Exchange Convertible structured products, visit the
following websites www.FDIC,gov, www.SEC.gov, and www.FINRA.gov.
FINRA: Reverse Exchange Convertibles
http://www.finra.org/Investors/ProtectYourself/InvestorAlerts/Bonds/P120883
(c) Illustrative risks specific to Participation Structural Products
Participation Structured Products are not capital protected. Some Participation Structures may
have ‘soft’ downside protection, i.e. limited and conditional, whereas others may have ‘hard’
downside protection, i.e. limited and unconditional. If conditional downside i.e. “soft”
protection, or unconditional, but limited i.e. “hard” protection is provided via a barrier or buffer
structure, respectively, market downdrafts and/or specific risks in the underlying asset(s) can
nevertheless potentially result in significant absolute losses.
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Structured Products are also subject to credit risk of issuer or guarantor.
If a cap is present, an investor will not participate in any price rises greater than the cap resulting
in an opportunity cost.
(38) Public Non-traded REITs risks such as CNL, Lightstone, InvenTrust, and Highlands, etc:
Risks associated with investing in these investments include, but are not limited to illiquid
markets, possible use of leverage, potentially significant material downside pricing revisions
which can be considerably below initial offering price, the potential for significantly longer than
anticipated liquidity events, potential reduction or even complete elimination of dividends, if a
secondary market does exist, potentially extremely large spreads between the bid and ask, risks
related to non-traded REIT’s corporate structure, potential conflicts of interest by the REIT's
management, Federal Income Tax risks, large penalties for premature withdrawal, IPO pricing
issues, etc. These and other risks are listed in the REIT prospectus. See the public non-traded
REIT tip sheet and Public Non-Traded REITs –Perform A Careful Review Before Investing at
www.FINRA.org. On www.SEC.gov, see the investor bulletin on non-traded REITs.
(39) Illustrative risks for investors in TransAmerica Advisor Elite: All contract and rider
guarantees including optional benefits and any fixed subaccount crediting rates or annuity payout
rates, are backed by the claims-paying ability of the issuing insurance company. They are not
backed by any other entity, and they do not make any representations or guarantees regarding the
claims paying ability of the issuing insurance company.
The variable annuity policy value, death benefit, and other values will fluctuate based on the
performance of the investment options and may be worth more or less than the total of all
premiums paid when surrendered. The investment options are subject to market fluctuation,
investment risk, and possible loss of principal.
The 5% growth rate applies only to the Withdrawal Base; it does not apply to the policy value,
optional death benefits, or other optional benefits. In years when a withdrawal is taken, the 5%
compounded growth rate does not apply. With the Open Allocation option an investor may
choose any investment options available within his/her policy. With this allocation option,
Transamerica can utilize the Open Allocation Method (OAM), which is part of Transamerica’s
risk management investment strategy to deliver the rider’s guarantees through all market cycles.
It permits Transamerica to use a pre-determined mathematical formula to reallocate money into
OAM investment options if an investor’s policy value should drop. As your policy value
recovers by a certain percentage above the rider guarantee, Transamerica will move all or a
portion of the re-allocated money back into your chosen investment options, though possibly not
as quickly as an investor might desire. This could potentially limit an investor’s ability to fully
participate in the market’s growth.
Transamerica Advisor Elite is not:
• a bank deposit
• Federally insured
• endorsed by any bank or government agency
• guaranteed to achieve its goals
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For additional risks, conditions, requirements and costs please review the prospectus and other
relevant disclosure documents.
(40) Illustrative risks for investors in TransAmerica RetireOne: Retire One is a fixed contingent
annuity issued by Transamerica Advisors Life Insurance Company and requires an investor’s
holdings to remain fully invested in certain specified investments, i.e. “Eligible Assets”. It does
not guarantee performance and does not guarantee against a loss of principal. Ownership of the
Eligible Assets on which the guarantee is based remains with the investor and can be accessed at
any time, but withdrawals in excess of those permitted under the certificate terms will diminish
or eliminate future guarantees.
An investor’s initial coverage amount is established when a Lock-In Date is selected. It may be
no earlier than the date the investor or, should joint life coverage be elected, the investor’s
spouse (if younger) turns 60.
The Coverage Base on the Lock-In Date determines the initial Coverage Amount.
Prior to the Lock-In Date, on each certificate anniversary, the Coverage Base will be the greater
of 1) the current Coverage Base; 2) the value of the Covered Asset Pool on the Certificate
Anniversary; or 3) if there have been no withdrawals during the preceding Certificate Year, the
value of the Covered Asset Pool as of any Quarterversary during the immediate preceding
Certificate Year.
After the Lock-In Date, but before the insured event, the Coverage Amount is calculated on each
Certificate Anniversary and is the greater of 1) the current coverage amount or 2) the current
value of the Covered Asset Pool on the Certificate Anniversary multiplied by the current
Coverage Percentage. The insured event is when the value of the Covered Asset Pool is depleted
according to the terms of the Certificate.
The Quarterversary component of an automatic step-up is not applied to the coverage base in
years when an excess withdrawal has been taken. Step-ups apply only to the coverage base or
coverage amount and not to the covered asset value.
If the investor’s Covered Asset Pool is depleted to zero, due to factors other than an excess
withdrawal, Transamerica Advisors Life Insurance Company makes payments based solely on its
claims-paying ability, provided that the purchaser honors the terms of the annuity.
The annuity has no cash value, surrender value or death benefit. You may never receive the
benefits available under the annuity because the Eligible Assets may perform well enough that it
is never reduced to zero.
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The annuity will terminate and no benefit payments will be made if 1) withdrawals are made in
excess of those permitted, which reduces the Coverage Base or Coverage Amount to zero; 2) the
annuity fee is not paid; or 3) assets are not allocated exclusively to Eligible Assets.
See prospectus for more information on termination of the annuity.
The guaranteed lifetime payments are backed by the claims-paying ability of Transamerica
Advisors Life Insurance Company. They are not backed by any other entity, including the
administrator, the broker/dealer from which this annuity is purchased, the insurance agency from
which this annuity is purchased, or any affiliates of those entities.
In addition, no representations or guarantees regarding the claims-paying ability of Transamerica
Advisors Life Insurance Company are made.
Guarantees do not apply to the mutual funds, annuities, sub-accounts or ETFs.
Annuities may lose value and are not bank deposits, are not FDIC insured, and are not insured or
endorsed by a bank or any government agency, or are guaranteed to achieve their goals.
Additional fees, terms and conditions apply. Please see prospectus and accompanying disclosure
documents.
(41) Illustrative risks for investors of Baceline Distressed Real Estate & Debt Opportunity Fund
(BDRE&DOF): As an investment in BDRE&DOF is speculative, it should be considered only by
sophisticated investors. There are a large number of risk factors involved with an investment in
the BDRE&DOF, including, but not limited to the following; There is no market for any of the
securities and no such market is expected to develop following the placement of the preferred
membership units. Significant restrictions on transfer will apply. An investor should be prepared
to bear the economic risk of the investment for an indefinite time and be prepared to withstand a
total loss of their investment.
Neither the preferred membership units nor the offering of the preferred membership units has
been registered under the Securities Act or under any securities laws, and neither the Securities
Exchange Commission nor any state or any regulatory authority has passed or endorsed the terms
or merits of the preferred membership units or this offering
BDRE&DOF is a newly formed fund with no operating history. There is a lack of investor
management rights. There is no assurance of investment return as well as numerous management
and operational risks. There may be disproportionate fund organization and offering expenses.
There is a risk associated with the determination of the appreciation factor. Any appreciation
factor will not necessarily reflect the value of the Fund’s assets or the Preferred Units being
purchased in connection with any Appreciation Factor payment. An investment in the
BDRE&DOF has many of the same risks of general real estate investments. An investment in
the BDRE&DOF lacks diversity. BDRE&DOF also has many of the risks arising from
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investments in commercial assets, from financing of real estate mortgages, as well as rising
interest rates.
Investors should also be aware of potential conflicts of interest among managers as well as tax
and regulatory risks.
Additional risks are disclosed in the BDRE&DOF disclosure documents, private placement
memorandum, etc.
(42) Illustrative specific risks associated with Managed Tail Risk Portfolio
Credit risk: Some investment vehicles selected in this portfolio may be Exchange Traded Notes
or other debt instruments which are not direct investments in the underlying securities and are
subject to the counterparty credit risk of the issuer. A party to a transaction may fail to meet its
obligations, which may result in the vehicle losing money or the benefits of the transaction or
prevent the Fund from selling or buying other securities to implement its investment strategies.
Such vehicles may also drop in price due to a downgrade in the issuer’s credit rating, despite the
underlying market benchmark or strategy remaining unchanged.
Exchange-Traded Product Risk and Fees: The portfolio may also invest in Exchange Traded
Funds (ETF) investments and other Exchange Traded Products which generally present the same
primary risks as an investment in a conventional vehicle (i.e., one that is not exchange traded).
Investing in an ETP may incur additional fees and/or expenses, which would, therefore, be borne
indirectly by the portfolio in connection with any such investment.
Leverage Risk: Leverage risk is created when an investment (such as a derivative transaction)
exposes the portfolio to a level of risk that exceeds the amount invested. Changes in the value of
such an investment magnify the portfolio’s risk of loss and the potential for gain.
Risk of Loss In Principal: There is no guarantee that the strategy will be successful in mitigating
downside volatility and tail risk during periods of market stress. This is particularly the case
arising from sudden spikes in volatility such as a natural disasters or acts of war. When these
events occur, the equity market is likely to drop abruptly and the volatility will rise suddenly,
potentially resulting in substantial losses.
Liquidity Risk: The portfolio invests in securities, which may be less readily marketable and may
be subject to greater fluctuation in price and a large bid – ask spread than other securities.
Underperformance Risk: Due to costs of the volatility management and hedging strategy, the
portfolio may underperform during rising markets.
Relative New Portfolio Strategy: The volatility management strategies typically employed by the
investment vehicles in the portfolio are relatively new, increasing the risk that the portfolio may
fail to realize its goals.
Risks of Investing in Derivative Contracts and Hybrid Instruments: Derivative contracts and
hybrid instruments involve risks different from, or possibly greater than, risks associated with
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investing directly in securities and other traditional investments. Specific risk issues related to
the use of such contracts include valuation and tax issues, increased potential for losses and/or
costs, and a potential reduction in gains. Derivative contracts and hybrid instruments may also
involve other risks such as stock market, interest rate, credit, currency, liquidity and leverage
risks.
Additional risks include but are not limited to general market risk, equity investing risk,
investment style risk, swap risk, non-correlation risk, and non-diversified fund risk.
(43) General Risks of Investing in Hedge Funds and Managed Futures
When considering alternative investments, such as hedge funds and managed futures, you should
consider various risks including the fact that some hedge fund and managed futures products use
leverage and other speculative investment practices that may increase the risk of investment loss,
can be illiquid, are not required to provide periodic pricing or valuation information to investors,
may involve complex tax structures and delays in distributing important tax information, are not
subject to the same regulatory requirements as mutual funds, often charge high fees, and in many
cases the underlying investments are not transparent and are known only to the investment
manager.
With respect to alternative investments, such as hedge funds and managed futures, in general,
you should be aware that:
•

Returns from some alternative investments, including hedge funds and managed futures,
can be volatile

•

You may lose all or portion of your investment

•

With respect to single manager products the manager has total trading authority. The use
of a single manager could mean a lack of diversification and higher risk

•

Many alternative investments that include hedge funds and managed futures are subject
to substantial expenses that must be offset by trading profits and other income. A portion
of those fees is paid to Altegris

•

Trading may take place on foreign exchanges that may not offer the same regulatory
protection as US exchanges

•

With respect to an investment in a hedge fund or managed futures fund, you should be
aware that:

•

There is often a lack of transparency as to the fund's underlying investments

•

With respect to hedge fund of funds, the fund's manager has complete discretion to invest
in various sub-funds without disclosure thereof to you or to us. Because of this lack of
transparency, there is no way for you to monitor the specific investments made by the
hedge fund or to know whether the sub-fund investments are consistent with the hedge
fund's historic investment philosophy or risk levels

•

A hedge fund of funds invests in other funds and fees are charged at both the fund and
sub-fund level. Thus the overall fees you will pay will be higher than you would pay by
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investing directly in the sub-funds. In addition, each sub-fund charges an incentive fee on
new profits regardless of whether the overall operations of the fund are profitable
•

There is no secondary market for fund interests. Transfers of interests are subject to
limitations. The fund's manager may deny a request to transfer if it determines that the
transfer may result in adverse legal or tax consequences for the fund

A hedge fund's Offering Memorandum or a money manager's Disclosure Document describes
the various risks and conflicts of interest relating to an investment and to its operations. You
should read those documents carefully to determine whether an investment is suitable for you in
light of, among other things, your financial situation, need for liquidity, tax situation, and other
investments.
Keep in mind that the past performance of any investment is not necessarily indicative of future
results. You should only commit risk capital to any Investment Product. Alternative investment
products, including hedge funds and managed futures, are not for everyone and entail risks that
are different from more traditional investments. You should obtain investment and tax advice
from your advisers before deciding to invest.
Hedge funds, commodity pools and other alternative investments involve a high degree of risk
and can be illiquid due to restrictions on transfer and lack of a secondary trading market. They
can be highly leveraged, speculative and volatile, and an investor could lose all or a substantial
amount of an investment. Alternative investments may lack transparency as to share price,
valuation and portfolio holdings. Complex tax structures often result in delayed tax reporting.
Compared to mutual funds, hedge funds and commodity pools are subject to less regulation and
often charge higher fees. Alternative investment managers typically exercise broad investment
discretion and may apply similar strategies across multiple investment vehicles, resulting in less
diversification. Trading may occur outside the United States which may pose greater risks than
trading on U.S. exchanges and in U.S. markets. Past results are not necessarily indicative of
future results.
(44) Illustrative Risks for Investors in the Altegris Millennium Fund
This Fund is subject to numerous risks and conflicts of interest. It invests substantially all of its
assets into an underlying hedge fund (“Underlying Fund”) sponsored and advised by an
independent third party (“Underlying Fund Manager”) that is not affiliated with Altegris Funds.
Altegris Portfolio Management, Inc. (dba “Altegris Funds”) is the general partner or sponsor, as
applicable, of this Fund. Unless otherwise noted, references to “Fund” will include the Fund, the
Underlying Fund and the Underlying Fund Manager. The summary below is not intended as a
complete description of all risks actually or potentially associated with this Fund.
You should only invest risk capital. Any returns from and investment in this fund may not
adequately compensate you for the risks assumed. You can lose all or a substantial amount of
your investment in this fund. The value of you investment will fluctuate and you may
experience a gain or loss upon redemption. Before deciding to invest, you are urged to carefully
read the funds entire offering memorandum for a more complete discussion of risks and conflicts
and consult your own legal, investment and tax advisors as to whether this fund is appropriate for
your particular investment objectives and financial circumstances.
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Limited Liquidity: Redemptions from this Fund are only permitted on a quarterly basis.
Redemptions from this Fund are subject to a substantial advance written notice requirement (95
days).
This Fund will be subject to a pro rata portion of the fees and expenses which may result in
higher overall fees than if the funds were subject to a set management fee. Redemptions from
this Fund are subject to fees or penalties on amounts withdrawn. See the Fund’s and the
Underlying Fund’s Offering Memorandum for full details on these and other considerations.
There is no secondary market for, or exchange trading of, Fund interests, and they are nontransferable. Redemptions are permitted only at specific intervals, and only upon substantial
advance written notice. Only partial liquidity may be available at each redemption opportunity.
This may result in a potentially lengthy time period before an investor is able to entirely redeem
from the Fund, during which time the investor remains subject to all risks associated with the
Fund, including the risk of losing capital. Redemption proceeds may also be subject to reserves
for contingent liabilities and be limited for other reasons at the discretion of Altegris Funds.
Manager Risk: The success of this Fund is dependent upon the ability of the Underlying Fund
Manager to identify profitable investment opportunities, which is difficult, requires skill, and
involves a significant degree of uncertainty. The Underlying Fund Manager has wide discretion
to select strategies and invest without the approval of the Fund or its investors. The Fund does
not have custody of the assets invested in the Underlying Fund, and the brokerage firms and
banks used by the Underlying Fund for trading and custodial purposes may encounter financial
difficulties which could negatively impact the Underlying Fund, and in turn the Fund. There also
exists the possibility of loss due to fraud, deviation from disclosed investment strategies, or
simply poor judgment, by an Underlying Fund Manager. This is a significant risk for the Fund as
it invests substantially all of its assets in the Underlying Fund.
Lack of Diversification: Because the Fund invests substantially all of its assets into the
Underlying Fund, this creates a lack of diversification, and potentially increased risk. The
varying levels of diversification within the Underlying Fund’s investment portfolio, and among
the various strategies employed by the Underlying Fund Manager, may not effectively mitigate
this risk.
Substantial Fees and Expenses: The Fund is subject to substantial layers of fees and expenses,
which will reduce profitability and your returns. Fees and expenses are charged both by the Fund
and the Underlying Fund level. The overall fees and expenses you pay will be higher than if you
invest directly in the Underlying Fund. Fees and expenses at the Underlying Fund level include
applicable management, performance, incentive or other direct fees, as well as a prorate portion
of the operating expenses of the Underlying Fund.
Performance-based incentive fees charged by the Underlying Manager creates an incentive for it
to engage in riskier trading than it might otherwise pursue in the absence of an incentive fee
arrangement. In addition, Altegris Funds charges a management or sponsor fee. Each investor
also pays a pro rata portion of the Fund’s operating expenses, including expenses associated with
formation, operations, legal, accounting, auditing, administration, clerical, marketing and the
continuous offering of Fund interests, and any extraordinary expenses.
Lack of Transparency and Valuation Risk: Because the Fund has limited access to information
about specific transactions placed by the Underlying Fund, there is limited opportunity to
confirm or monitor whether investments made by the Underlying Fund are consistent with its
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stated investment objectives, limitations and risk characteristics. The Fund is also limited in its
ability to confirm the accuracy of asset valuations provided for the Underlying Fund’s
investment portfolio, which the Fund relies on in order to value its investment in the Underlying
Fund, and in turn, its own net asset value.
Foreign Investment Risk: The Fund may invest in or trade with non-U.S. entities and transact on
non-U.S. exchanges. Such activities involve risks not typically associated with, and potentially
greater than, those associated with US investments, including adverse fluctuations in foreign
currency values, adverse political, social and economic developments, less liquidity, greater
volatility, less developed or less efficient trading markets, political instability and differing
auditing and legal standards. Derivatives trading in foreign markets may be outside the
jurisdiction of U.S. regulators and the potency of regulation by local authorities may vary
greatly, thereby increasing the risk of non-U.S. counterparty default or bankruptcy.
Leverage: The Fund will be exposed to leverage, including borrowing to purchase securities and
the use of options, swaps or other financial derivatives that have inherent or imbedded leverage,
or other forms of direct or indirect borrowing. This will cause the Fund to incur additional
expenses, will magnify the Fund's potential gains or losses, and in turn increase the volatility of
Fund returns.
Credit Risk: Investments by the Fund in fixed income securities will expose it to credit risk,
meaning the risk that issuers and counterparties to the Fund’s investments in debt securities will
not make scheduled payments, resulting in losses to the Fund. In addition, the credit quality of
fixed income securities may be lowered if an issuer's financial condition changes, which also
could cause losses to the Fund.
Derivatives Risk: The Fund's exposure to swaps or other derivative instruments, directly or
indirectly, involves risks different from, or possibly greater than the risks associated with
investments directly in securities, including leverage risk and counterparty default risk in the
case of over the counter derivatives. Option positions held may expire worthless, exposing the
Fund to potentially significant losses.
Commodity Risk: Investments in commodity futures markets may subject the Fund to greater
volatility than investments in traditional securities. Commodity futures prices may be influenced
by unfavorable weather, animal and plant disease, geologic and environmental factors as well as
changes in government regulation such as tariffs, embargoes or burdensome production rules and
restrictions.
(45) General: Risks Associated with Managed Futures and Commodities: There are substantial
risks and conflicts of interests associated with Managed Futures and commodities accounts, and
you should only invest risk capital. The success of an investment is dependent upon the ability of
a commodity trading advisor (CTA) to identify profitable investment opportunities and
successfully trade. The identification of attractive trading opportunities is difficult, requires skill,
and involves a significant degree of uncertainty. CTAs have total trading authority, and the use
of a single CTA could mean a lack of diversification and higher risk. The high degree of leverage
often obtainable in commodity trading can work against you as well as for you, and can lead to
large losses as well as gains. Returns generated from a CTA’s trading, if any, may not adequately
compensate you for the business and financial risks you assume. You can lose all or a substantial
amount of your investment. If you use notional funding, you may lose more than your initial cash
investment. Managed Futures and commodities accounts may be subject to substantial charges
for management and advisory fees. It may be necessary for accounts that are subject to these
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charges to make substantial trading profits in order to avoid depletion or exhaustion of their
assets. The disclosure document contains a complete description of each fee to be charged to
your account by a CTA. CTAs may trade highly illiquid markets, or on foreign markets, and may
not be able to close or offset positions immediately upon request. You may have market
exposure even after the CTA has a request for closure or liquidation. Past results are not
necessarily indicative of future results.
(46) General risks involved in the Alternative Income model: Investment vehicles that have
particularly higher yield may be potentially volatile, including risk of loss of entire principal of
that investment. The vehicles used in this portfolio such as traded REITs may be hurt by rising
interest rates, inflated real estate prices or changes in tax depreciation law. Closed end funds are
subject to current market demand and may result in a holding that may be bought or sold at a
premium or discount. During times of volatility these holdings are subject to large differences of
the internal value of the holdings to what the market will pay for that internal basket of holdings.
Many energy related investments involved master limited partnerships (MLP) and tend to carry
large amounts of debt and long term depreciation. Changes in interest rates and tax law may
negatively affect the value of MLPs as well as decreasing values of the various energy
commodities. The inability of an MLP to maintain a distribution may have a large negative
impact on its trading price. Preferred stocks and senior notes tend to have limited liquidity due
to low issuance thus may move significantly up or down with the introduction of large purchases
or sales within a trading day. Also, many preferred stocks and senior notes may not have ratings
issued by large national rating agencies thus may generate less interest from the general public
leading to less demand for that investment.
The high concentration of higher risk, higher reward of this model along with the characteristics
listed above does not make this model a solid choice as a core portion of a portfolio. It should be
used as a satellite holding as it relates to portfolio model design to take advantage of certain
higher risk, higher reward investments often not found in standard investment design.
For more information on MLPs, BDCs, Senior notes and other investments discussed above, see
www.SEC.gov, and www.FINRA.gov.
(47) Illustrative risks for investors of Bain Capital Credit: Investing in Bain Capital Credit
involves a number of significant risks. Before you invest in Bain Credit common stock, you
should be aware of various risks, including those described below. You should carefully consider
these risk factors, together with all of the other information included in the offering documents,
before you decide whether to make an investment in Bain Credit. The risks set out below are not
the only risks Bain Credit faces. Additional risks and uncertainties not presently known to Bain
Credit or may also impair their operations and performance. If any of the following events occur,
Bain Capital Credit’s business, financial condition, results of operations and cash flows could be
materially and adversely affected. In such case, the net asset value of Bain Credit could decline,
and you may lose all or part of your investment.
General: In considering the performance information contained herein, prospective investors
should bear in mind that past or targeted performance is not necessarily indicative of future
results, and there can be no assurance that targeted returns will be achieved, that Bain Credit will
achieve comparable results or that the Company will be able to implement its investment strategy
or achieve its investment objectives.
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Risks Relating to Business and Structure: No Operating History; Inability to Meet Investment
Objective or Investment Strategy, Dependence Upon Key Personnel of Bain Capital Credit and
the Advisor; Dependence on Strong Referral Relationships; No Guarantee to Replicate Historical
Results Achieved by Bain Capital Credit; Expedited Investment Decisions; Ability to Manage
Our Business Effectively
Potential Conflicts of Interest: Conflicts Related to Obligations of Bain Capital Credit or the
Portfolio Managers; Bain Capital Distributors, LLC, as a Placement Agent; Possession of
Material Non-Public Information by Principals and Employees of Bain Capital Credit; Third
Party Involvement; Incentive Fee Structure Relating to the Advisor; Conflict of Interest Created
by Valuation Process for Certain Portfolio Holdings; Conflicts Related to Other Arrangements
With Bain Capital Credit and the Advisor’s Other Affiliates; Negotiation of the Investment
Advisory Agreement with the Advisor and the Administration Agreement with the
Administrator; Limited Liability and Indemnification of the Advisor; Restricted Ability to Enter
Into Transactions with Affiliates; Restriction on Ability to Sell or Otherwise Exit Investments
Also Invested in by Other Bain Capital Credit Investment Vehicles; Operation in a Highly
Competitive Market for Investment Opportunities.
Additional Risk Factors: Possibility of Corporate-Level Income Tax; Possibility of the Need to
Raise Additional Capital; Required Distributions and the Recognition of Income; Potential
Adverse Tax Consequences as a Result of Not Being Treated as a “Publicly Offered Regulated
Investment Company”; Withholding of U.S. Federal Income Tax on Dividends for Non-U.S.
Stockholders; PIK Interest Payments; Regulations Governing Our Operation as a BDC; Potential
Default or Other Issues Under a Credit Facility; Potential Limited Ability To Invest in Public
Companies; Financing Investments With Borrowed Money; Changes in Interest Rates May
Affect Our Cost of Capital and Net Investment Income; Potential Limits Under a Credit Facility
or Any Other Future Borrowing Facility; Adverse Developments in the Credit Markets; and
Investing a Sufficient Portion of Assets in Qualifying Assets.
(48) Illustrative risks for investors of Mosaic Realty Debt: In general, there can be no assurance
that the Company will achieve its investment objectives or that the Members will receive any
return or the return of their invested capital. Participation in the Company involves certain risks
and considerations, which prospective investors should evaluate before making a decision to
participate. The following is a brief description of certain factors, which, along with the matters
discussed elsewhere in the Memorandum and such other matters as may be material to a
participation in the Company, should be considered by investors. Investment in the Company
entails a high degree of risk and is suitable only for sophisticated investors for which an
investment in the Company is not their complete investment program and that fully understand
and are capable of bearing the risks associated with an investment in the Company. There can be
no assurance that the Company’s objectives will be achieved, and investors must be prepared to
lose all or a portion of their investment in the Company. The factors described in this section
represent certain material risks which should be carefully considered prior to making a decision
to invest. However, these risk factors do not describe all the risks associated with an investment
in the Company.
Prior experience risks: No assurances that the prior Experience and Prior Performance of
management and investment team will repeat; Limited Operating History; Increased
Competition; Unspecified Assets and Transactions
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Risks Associated with the company’s management: Other Collective Investment Vehicles that
can create conflicts of interest
Risks Associated with Investments in Real Estate Debt Generally: The Company may invest in a
variety of real estate-related debt investments. In addition to the risks of borrower default
(including loss of principal and nonpayment of interest) and the risks associated with real
property investments, the Company will be subject to a variety of risks in connection with such
debt investments, including the risks of illiquidity, lack of control, mismanagement or decline in
value of collateral, contested foreclosures, bankruptcy of the debtor, claims for lender liability,
violations of usury laws and the imposition of common law or statutory restrictions on the
Company’s exercise of contractual remedies for defaults of such investments; Long-Term
Investment Horizon; Uncertain Timing for Asset Sales and Financings; Multi-sector Investment
Strategy Risks; Originations and Secondary Market Acquisitions May Have Different Strategies
and Risks; Subordination of Investments May Have Greater credit risks.
Risks of Making or Acquiring Real Estate Loans and Participations Generally: The Company
may originate or acquire direct or indirect interests in real estate loans that at the time of their
acquisition or thereafter may be non-performing for a wide variety of reasons; Mortgage
Investments Generally: Mortgage investments have special inherent risks relative to collateral
value; Fixed-Income Investments: Investments in lower rated or unrated fixed-income securities,
while generally providing greater opportunity for gain and income than investments in higher
rated securities, usually are less liquid, more volatile and entail greater risk (including the
possibility of default or bankruptcy of the issuers of such securities). Nonperforming Loans;
Foreclosure Process: It is possible that the Manager may find it necessary or desirable to
foreclose on collateral securing one or more real estate loans originated or purchased by the
Company. The foreclosure process can be lengthy and expensive; There are additional and
special risks arising from Junior Notes/Subordinate Loan Interests, Mezzanine Loans,
Commercial Mortgage Loans, Bank Loans, Bridge Financing, Construction Loans, Investment in
Distressed Assets, Loans to Companies in Distressed Situations, and Lower Credit Quality Loans
investors should understand and be willing to bear the risk; Investments Believed to be
Undervalued or Incorrectly Valued: Credit Ratings are not a guarantee of quality; The
investments of the Company may be subject to prepayment; Lender Liability Considerations;
Equitable Subordination: Over the years, a number of judicial decisions in the United States have
upheld the right of borrowers to sue lenders or bondholders on the basis of various evolving legal
theories (collectively, termed “lender liability”); Securitization of Assets; Securitization
Collateral Manager, and risk of Potential Restrictive Covenants.
General Risks of Real Estate Assets: Investments in real estate-related securities are subject to
various risks, including the following: adverse changes in domestic or international economic
conditions, local market conditions and the financial conditions of tenants; changes in the
number of buyers and sellers of properties; decreases in consumer confidence; changes in prices
for key commodities or products; increases in the availability of supply of property relative to
demand; changes in availability of debt financing; increases in interest rates, the incidence of
taxation on real estate, energy prices and other operating expenses; changes in environmental
laws and regulations, planning laws and other governmental rules and fiscal policies; changes in
the relative popularity of properties; risks due to the dependence on cash flow; risks and
operating problems arising out of the presence of certain construction materials; acts of God,
uninsurable losses and other factors which are beyond the control of the Company. In addition,
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as recent experience has demonstrated, real estate is subject to long-term cyclical trends that give
rise to significant volatility in real estate values.
Additional risks and potential sources of a decline or even total loss of investment may arise in
Mosaic Real Estate Credit, LLC. from the Financial Condition of Tenants, Environmental Risks,
Possible Lack of Diversification; Investment Performance: There can be no assurance that the
investments will yield the returns estimated or projected. It is unlikely that readily available price
quotations will exist. If the Company were to liquidate a particular investment, the realized
value may be more than or less than the appraised valuation of such asset. There may also be
Undiscovered Liabilities and the Use of Borrowings through leverage which may substantially
increases the potential for loss. There is also Lack of Marketplace Liquidity, Embedded
Leverage, Lack of Liquidity of Investments, Limitations on Remedies, Insolvency
Considerations; Counterparty Risk; Contingent Liabilities on Disposition of Investments;
Bankruptcy Considerations; Litigation Reliance on Information Provided by Others Which May
Be Incorrect, as well as the Possibility of Future Terrorist Activity. There are also risks
associated with investment in the company including, but not limited to Restrictions on
Transferability; No Market for Units, Redemptions of Units, Required Redemptions, Effect of
Substantial Withdrawals, Lack of Participation in Management of the Company, Absence of
Recourse to the Manager. There are also tax risks: Members may be obligated to pay tax arising
from phantom income; The Company may generate unrelated business taxable income taxable to
certain tax-exempt investors and effectively connected income taxable to non-U.S. investors. If a
subsidiary of the Company which intends to qualify as a REIT does not qualify as such, such
subsidiary will be subject to tax as a regular corporation and could face a substantial tax liability.
The Company may be subject to adverse legislative or regulatory tax changes. There may also be
risks associated with hedging, as well as Interest Rate Risks: Changes in interest rates may
adversely affect the investments. There may also be potential conflicts of interests that may arise
between Affiliates of Managers, as well as arising from Incentive Distributions, Co-investment
Opportunities; Co-investment with Affiliates, and Allocation of Personnel
(49) Illustrative risks for investors of Altegris KKR Private Equity: An investment in the Fund
involves a high degree of risk and may involve loss of capital, up to the entire amount of a
Shareholder’s investment. Other risks include:
•

•

•
•

The Fund expects to invest a substantial portion of its assets in Investment Funds
managed by Investment Managers affiliated with KKR, and therefore may be less
diversified, and more subject to concentration risk and/or Investment Manager-specific
risk, than other funds of private equity funds.
The Fund’s performance depends upon the performance of the Investment Managers and
selected strategies, the adherence by such Investment Managers to such selected
strategies, the instruments used by such Investment Managers and the Advisers’ ability to
select Investment Managers and strategies and effectively allocate Fund assets among
them.
The Fund’s investment portfolio will consist of Investment Funds which hold securities
issued primarily by privately held companies, and operating results for the portfolio
companies in a specified period will be difficult to predict.
The securities in which an Investment Manager may invest may be among the most
junior in a portfolio company’s capital structure and, thus, subject to the greatest risk of
loss. Generally, there will be no collateral to protect an investment once made.
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•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Subject to the limitations and restrictions of the 1940 Act, the Fund may use leverage by
borrowing money for investment purposes, to satisfy repurchase requests and for other
temporary purposes, which may increase the Fund’s volatility.
An Investment Manager’s investments, depending upon strategy, may be in companies
whose capital structures are highly leveraged.
Fund Shareholders will bear two layers of fees and expenses: asset-based fees and
expenses at the Fund level, and asset-based fees, carried interests, incentive allocations or
fees and expenses at the Investment Fund level. In addition, to the extent that the Fund
invests in an Investment Fund that is itself a “fund of funds,” the Fund will bear a third
layer of fees.
The Fund is a non-diversified fund which means that the percentage of its assets that may
be invested in the securities of a single issuer is not limited by the Investment Company
Act
Fund Shareholders will have no right to receive information about the Investment Funds
or Investment Managers, and will have no recourse against Investment Funds or their
Investment Managers.
There is no market exchange available for Shares of the Fund thereby making them
illiquid and difficult to dispose of.
The Fund will employ an “over-commitment” strategy, which could result in an
insufficient cash supply to fund Investment Fund commitments

Accordingly, the Fund should be considered a speculative investment and entails substantial
risks, and a prospective investor should invest in the Fund only if it can sustain a complete loss
of its investment. See “Types of Investments and Related Risks” in the disclosure documents for
a complete list.
Risks for all forms of analysis and strategies employed
Our securities analysis methods rely on the assumption that the companies whose securities we
purchase and sell, the rating agencies that review these securities, and other publicly-available
sources of information about these securities, provide accurate and unbiased data. While we are
alert to indications that data may be incorrect, there is always a risk that our analysis may be
compromised by inaccurate or misleading information from these sources. Securities investments
are not guaranteed, and you may lose money on your investments. We ask that you work with us
to help us understand your tolerance for risk.

ITEM 9: Disciplinary Information
Regatta has no disciplinary information to report.

ITEM 10: Other Financial Industry Activities and Applications
No management persons are registered, or have an application pending to register, as a brokerdealer or a registered representative of a broker-dealer.
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Both Eric A. Greschner and Rudy J. Blanchard are principals of Your Financial Coaches
(www.yourfinancialcoaches.com) a division of Regatta Research & Money Management, LLC
that provides an array of on-location and on-line training, continuing education and certification
programs for financial professionals and organizations throughout the world.
Eric A. Greschner is a founder of and partner in the Transit Oriented Development Group
(TOD), LLC, a Colorado Limited Liability Company (“The TOD Group”) organized by John
Renne, Peter Rodrigues, Kara Mattini Renne, Darin Short, and Eric Greschner on April 13, 2007.
Eric Greschner is a 14.3% owner in the TOD Group. Regatta does not have any ownership,
interest, or receive any compensation from the TOD Group. Regatta is also not involved in
management or operations of the TOD Group or the Denver TOD.
The TOD Group acts as a master developer and consulting group to private and public sector
entities, including the Denver TOD. The TOD Group acquired and works to develop and sell the
Federal Parcel or portions thereof. The Management Agreement for the Denver TOD calls for
The TOD Group to provide for our day-to-day management and to perform other duties
including the following:
• formulate and oversee the implementation of strategies for the acquisition, rezoning,
planning, administration, promotion, management, operation, maintenance, improvement,
financing and refinancing, marketing, leasing and disposition of the Federal Parcel;
• structure the terms and conditions of the real estate acquisition and sale or lease;
• arrange for financing and refinancing of the Federal Parcel, if necessary;
• review and analyze the Federal Parcel’s operating and capital budgets;
• review and analyze financial information for the Federal Parcel; and
• engage agents and representatives on behalf of the TOD Group.

Neither the TOD Group nor its Principals receive commissions or other compensation in
connection with this private placement offering, except that TOD Group shall be reimbursed for
up to 1.5% of the gross offering proceeds as an Acquisition Fee to cover offering expenses and
expenses related to the acquisition of the Federal Parcel.
Distributions attributable to any part or portion of the Federal Parcel located at 6001 Federal
Blvd, Denver, CO, 80221 and net liquidation proceeds will be apportioned as between the
Investors and The TOD Group as follows:
(i) First Level of Preferred Return: 100% to the Investors in proportion to their contributed
capital until they have received distributions equal to their capital contributions and an 8% per
annum cumulative return, compounded annually as calculated on their capital contributions;
(ii) Second Level of Preferred Return: 80% to the Investors in proportion to their contributed
capital and 20% to The TOD Group as the holder of the Common Membership Units until
holders of the Preferred Membership Units have received distributions equal to an 20% per
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annum cumulative return, compounded annually as calculated on their capital contributions;
(iii) Third Level of Preferred Return: 65% to the Investors and 35% to The TOD Group as the
holder of the Common Membership Units as incentive distributions until holders of the Preferred
Membership Units have received distributions equal to an 30% per annum cumulative return,
compounded annually as calculated on their capital contributions; and
(iv) After Third Level of Preferred Return: thereafter, 50% to the holders of the Preferred
Membership Units in proportion to their contributed capital and 50% to The TOD Group as the
holder of the Common Membership Units as additional incentive distributions.
The TOD Group will manage the Denver TOD pursuant to a Management Agreement in
accordance with an operating plan that is to be prepared by The TOD Group and approved by the
Company. Upon the completion of this offering, the Company will have incurred an acquisition
fee payable to The TOD Group in the amount of 1.5% of the gross proceeds from the offering for
services in connection with the selection, purchase, of the Federal Parcel (the “Acquisition Fee”).
The Acquisition Fee is payable upon receipt of proceeds from the sale of Preferred Membership
Units. The Acquisition Fee will not exceed $52,500. For asset management services, the
Company will pay The TOD Group a quarterly fee equal to one-fourth of 1.5% of the total
unreturned capital contributions to the Company. Asset management fees are expected to
approximate $13,125 per quarter. For substantial assistance in connection with the sale of the
Federal Parcel, the Company will pay The TOD Group or its affiliates an amount equal to 1.0%
of the contract price of each part or portion of the Federal Parcel leased or sold.
Additional information is disclosed in the Denver TOD and TOD Group disclosure documents,
private placement memorandum, subscription agreements, etc.
A small number of Regatta clients have been recommended by Eric Greschner to invest in
projects managed by the TOD Group.
This relationship creates a conflict of interest for Regatta clients who are also invested in the
Denver TOD Group. To reduce any conflicts of interests, Regatta Research & Money
Management, LLC does not charge a money management or consulting fee to Regatta clients for
any TOD related investments and discloses such conflicts of interest.
Eric A. Greschner is also a 50% partner in the TOD Index, LLC, an index of Transit Oriented
Development (TOD) real estate values, including home values and rental rates in the United
States.
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ITEM 11: Code of Ethics, Participation or Interest in Client Transactions
and Personal Trading
Regatta Research & Money Management, LLC (“RRMM”) has adopted a Code of Ethics which
sets forth high ethical standards of business conduct that RR&MM requires of its employees,
including compliance with applicable Federal securities laws. Regatta’s Code of Ethics also
includes policies and procedures for the review of quarterly securities transactions reports as well
as initial and annual securities holdings reports that must be submitted by RR&MM's covered
persons. Among other things, Regatta’s Code of Ethics also requires the prior approval of any
acquisition of securities in a limited offering (e.g., private placement) or an initial public
offering. Our code also includes oversight, enforcement and recordkeeping provisions. A copy of
Regatta's Code of Ethics is available to Regatta's clients or prospective clients upon request.
Eric A. Greschner recommended to a limited number of clients, an investment in the Denver
TOD Group. As a Managing Partner in the TOD Group, Eric Greschner has a material financial
interest in the Denver TOD, creating a conflict of financial interest, including the incentive for a
financial advisor to recommend an investment with a high degree of risk. As of March 31st, 2013
this investment is closed to new clients. Conflicts of interest are handled via disclosure and by
Regatta not charging a fee to clients invested in Denver TOD.

Statement of General Policy
The Code of Ethics (“Code”) has been adopted by Regatta Research & Money Management,
LLC and is designed to comply with Rule 204A-1 under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940
(“Advisers Act”).
The Code establishes rules of conduct for all employees of Regatta Research & Money
Management, LLC and is designed to, among other things, govern personal securities trading
activities in the accounts of employees. The Code is based upon the principle that Regatta
Research & Money Management, LLC and its employees owe a fiduciary duty to Regatta
Research & Money Management, LLC's clients to conduct their affairs, including their personal
securities transactions, in such a manner as to avoid (i) serving their own personal interests ahead
of clients, (ii) taking inappropriate advantage of their position with the firm and (iii) any actual
or potential conflicts of interest or any abuse of their position of trust and responsibility.
The Code is designed to ensure that the high ethical standards long maintained by Regatta
Research & Money Management, LLC continue to be applied. The purpose of the Code is to
preclude activities which may lead to or give the appearance of conflicts of interest, insider
trading and other forms of prohibited or unethical business conduct. The excellent name and
reputation of our firm continues to be a direct reflection of the conduct of each employee.
Pursuant to Section 206 of the Advisers Act, Regatta and its employees are prohibited from
engaging in fraudulent, deceptive or manipulative conduct. Compliance with this section
involves more than acting with honesty and good faith alone. It means that Regatta has an
affirmative duty of utmost good faith to act solely in the best interest of its clients.
Regatta and its employees are subject to the following specific fiduciary obligations when
dealing with clients: The duty to have a reasonable, independent basis for the investment advice
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provided; the duty to obtain best execution for a client’s transactions where the Firm is in a
position to direct brokerage transactions for the Client; the duty to ensure that investment advice
is suitable to meeting the Client’s individual objectives, needs and circumstances; and the duty to
be loyal to clients.
Prohibition Against Insider Trading: No supervised person may trade, either personally or on
behalf of others (such as investment funds and private accounts managed by Regatta), while in
the possession of material, nonpublic information, nor may any personnel of Regatta Research &
Money Management, LLC communicate material, nonpublic information to others in violation of
the law.
Personal Securities Transactions General Policy: Regatta Research & Money Management,
LLC has adopted the following principles governing personal investment activities by Regatta
Research & Money Management, LLC's supervised persons: The interests of client accounts will
at all times be placed first; all personal securities transactions will be conducted in such manner
as to avoid any actual or potential conflict of interest or any abuse of an individual’s position of
trust and responsibility; and supervised persons must not take inappropriate advantage of their
positions.
Pre-Clearance Required for Participation in IPOs: No supervised person shall acquire any
beneficial ownership in any securities in an Initial Public Offering for his or her account, as
defined herein without the prior written approval of Rudy Blanchard who has been provided with
full details of the proposed transaction (including written certification that the investment
opportunity did not arise by virtue of the supervised person’s activities on behalf of a Client)
and, if approved, will be subject to continuous monitoring for possible future conflicts.
Pre-Clearance Required for Private or Limited Offerings: No supervised person shall
acquire beneficial ownership of any securities in a limited offering or private placement without
the prior written approval of Rudy Blanchard who has been provided with full details of the
proposed transaction (including written certification that the investment opportunity did not arise
by virtue of the supervised person’s activities on behalf of a Client) and, if approved, will be
subject to continuous monitoring for possible future conflicts.
Interested Transactions: No supervised person shall recommend any securities transactions for
a Client without having disclosed his or her interest, if any, in such securities or the issuer
thereof, including without limitation: any direct or indirect beneficial ownership of any securities
of such issuer; any contemplated transaction by such person in such securities; any position with
such issuer or its affiliates; and any present or proposed business relationship between such
issuer or its affiliates and such person or any party in which such person has a significant
interest.
Gifts and Entertainment: Giving, receiving or soliciting gifts in a business setting may create
an appearance of impropriety or may raise a potential conflict of interest. Regatta Research &
Money Management, LLC has adopted the policies set forth below to guide supervised persons
in this area.
General Policy with respect to gifts and entertainment is as follows: Giving, receiving or
soliciting gifts in a business may give rise to an appearance of impropriety or may raise a
potential conflict of interest; supervised persons should not accept or provide any gifts or favors
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that might influence the decisions the recipient must make in business transactions involving
Regatta Research & Money Management, LLC, or that others might reasonably believe would
influence those decisions; modest gifts and favors, which would not be regarded by others as
improper, may be accepted or given on an occasional basis. Entertainment that satisfies these
requirements and conforms to generally accepted business practices also is permissible; where
there is a law or rule that applies to the conduct of a particular business or the acceptance of gifts
of even nominal value, the law or rule must be followed.
Non-Disclosure of Confidential Client Information: All information regarding Regatta
Research & Money Management, LLC's clients is confidential. Information may only be
disclosed when the disclosure is consistent with the firm's policy and the Client's direction.
Security Of Confidential Personal Information: Regatta Research & Money Management,
LLC enforces the following policies and procedures to protect the security of Confidential Client
Information: The firm restricts access to Confidential Client Information to those supervised
persons who need to know such information to provide Regatta Research & Money
Management, LLC's services to clients; any supervised person who is authorized to have access
to Confidential Client Information in connection with the performance of such person's duties
and responsibilities is required to keep such information in a secure compartment, file or
receptacle on a daily basis as of the close of each business day; all electronic or computer files
containing any Confidential Client Information shall be password secured and firewall protected
from access by unauthorized persons; any conversations involving Confidential Client
Information, if appropriate at all, must be conducted by supervised persons in private, and care
must be taken to avoid any unauthorized persons overhearing or intercepting such conversations.
Privacy Policy: As a Registered Investment Adviser, Regatta Research & Money Management,
LLC respects and is committed to protecting the privacy of you, our Client. All supervised
persons must comply with SEC Regulation S-P, which requires investment advisers to adopt
policies and procedures to protect the "nonpublic personal information" of natural person clients.
As part of the strategic wealth management process, we gather a large amount of personal
information about you and your financial situation. It is our policy not to disclose any nonpublic
personal information about our clients or former clients to unaffiliated third parties; however, in
order to facilitate your financial wealth management process, it may be necessary to provide
certain specific information to your account custodian(s), estate planning attorney, accountant, or
your other advisor(s). These disclosures may include personal information about you such as
your name, social security number, assets and income. Furthermore, regulatory authorities and
law enforcement agencies may periodically review this information in order to determine
compliance with securities laws. We maintain physical, electronic and procedural safeguards
that comply with federal standards to protect your privacy.
Service as a Director: No supervised person shall serve on the board of directors of any publicly
traded company without prior authorization by Eric Greschner or a designated supervisory
person based upon a determination that such board service would be consistent with the interest
of Regatta Research & Money Management, LLC's clients.
Regatta, its employees and its affiliates may buy and sell for itself any positions recommended to
clients including, but not limited to open and closed end mutual funds, registered hedge funds of
hedge funds, oil and gas partnerships, limited partnerships, Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs),
options, REITs, stocks, bonds, CDs, etc.
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Since mutual funds and variable annuity sub-accounts by their nature have large diversified
portfolios, and as all strategy trades made on a given day are assigned the same buy or sell price,
there is no allocation policy necessary for such shares or for those shares who have specific
morning trade closes as well as end of day closes; regatta does not restrict its employees or
agents with respect to trading in such investments provided, however, that Regatta does not
permit it’s employees to trade on the basis of material, non-public information.
At any time Regatta’s investment trading strategies involves the purchases and sales of securities
in addition to obligations of the United States, shares of registered open-end investment
companies and/or variable annuity/life sub-accounts, Regatta’s stated policy will then require
that no officer or employee (hereinafter called “Associate”) with prior trading knowledge shall
purchase or sell any security (other than obligations of the United States or shares of registered
open-end investment companies) unless the Associate first obtains the approval of Eric
Greschner or Rudy Blanchard, who may refuse to approve any proposed trade by an Associate
that: (a) involves a security that is being purchased or sold by Regatta on behalf of any advisory
account or is being considered for purchase or sale; (b) is otherwise prohibited by any internal
policies of Regatta; (c) breaches the advisory representative’s fiduciary duty to any advisory
client; (d) is inconsistent with applicable law, including the Advisers Act and the Employment
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974; (e) creates an appearance of impropriety.
A copy of Regatta’s Code of Ethics is available upon request.
Principal Trading Policy
Regatta Research & Money Management, L.L.C.'s policy is to not to engage in any principal
transactions. Principal transactions are generally defined as transactions where an adviser, acting
as principal for its own account or the account of an affiliated broker-dealer, buys from or sells
any security to any advisory client.

ITEM 12: Brokerage Practices
Regatta considers factors when selecting a broker dealer to work with in an ongoing business
relationship. It is in Regatta’s best interest as well as the client to obtain the best value for the
services rendered. Regatta looks at trade costs, size of trades allowed, how favorable the
execution will be, timeliness of the execution, servicing of accounts, etc.
12.1 Soft Dollar
Regatta does not accept commissions or soft dollars. Soft dollars are defined as an arrangement
in which the investment manager directs commissions generated by a transaction to a third party
or an in-house party in exchange for services. As a matter of policy and practice, Regatta does
not utilize research, research-related products and other services obtained from broker-dealers or
third parties on a soft dollar commission basis. Regatta may receive from certain broker/dealers,
trust companies, mutual funds, variable annuities and other Investment Advisors computer
software and services related to account management which permit Regatta to transmit trading
instructions and receive account information, including trade confirmations and account
inventories electronically via computer modem. Occasionally, these entities will provide
financial assistance to advisers for, among others: conferences, sales, employee training
programs, travel and lodging expenses for meetings and seminars held at remote locations, and
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gifts of nominal value as permitted under applicable regulations. Increased transaction fees are
not incurred by Regatta’s clients for the assistance rendered by these entities.
Agency Cross Transactions
Regatta's policy and practice is not to engage in agency cross transactions. An agency cross
transaction is defined as a transaction where a person acts as an investment adviser in
relation to a transaction in which the investment adviser, or any person controlled by or under
common control with the investment adviser, acts as broker for both the advisory client and for
another person onthe other side of the transaction (SEC Rule 206(3)-2(b)).
Best Execution Practices
Regatta conducts periodic reviews of the firm’s brokerage and best execution practices, evaluates
services and documents these reviews. A Best Execution file is maintained for the information
that is obtained and used by Regatta for its periodic best execution reviews and analysis and to
document the firm’s best execution practices for custodians, such as Fidelity, etc. Regatta
periodically analyzes the custodians utilized according to a variety of variables including, the
quality of executions (Clearing, settlement, trade errors and willingness to correct it, number and
handling of any trading errors, quality of confirmations, ability to handle trades and answer calls
in a volatile market-staffing commitment), any research provided to Regatta, commission rates
and competitiveness, as well as overall brokerage relationships (including responsiveness,
reputation for integrity, access to company insiders, communications, financial strength,
facilities, technology, and infrastructure to work with RIA), access to IPO’s, and comparison
against competitors, among other things.
To achieve best execution, Regatta will normally attempt to "bunch" or block client orders where
possible and when advantageous to clients. In these instances, clients participating in any
aggregated transactions will receive an average share price and transaction costs will be shared
equally on a pro-rated basis.
Regatta may be unable to "bunch" or block orders if the Client has transferred existing securities
positions to a custodian utilized by Regatta, and the Client wishes to sell or add to existing
positions or to purchase new securities positions that are not part of Regatta's current investing
strategy. Regatta may also be unable to "bunch" or block orders if Regatta elects to purchase
positions in a client's account, who has recently created a money management relationship with
Regatta to bring the new client's account in line with existing clients’ account positions, and the
new client is the only account where new positions are being initiated. If bunch or block trading
is not available or not feasible, clients may pay higher commissions as a result.
Trading Policies
The general policy of Regatta is for each client to have the same holdings in the same percentage
and traded at the same time as the relevant model/strategy. In practice, deviations may occur
based on an active decision to do so due to the portfolio manager or financial advisor's
knowledge of/or changes in client's specific goals, risk profile, where the deviance from the
model would be in furtherance of a client's interests. Deviations may also occur if the client
changes models, i.e. Aggressive to Conservative as vestigial positions may take some time to be
removed or imposes investment restrictions on the account. Availability or lack of availability of
bonds, CDs, REITs, options, funds, etc. may also cause deviations from the model. In the case of
a limited number of offerings of a particular investment, it is Regatta's policy to adopt a
rotational approach based on account number. Deviations may also occur due to the amount of
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available cash in client's account, the existence of certain non-discretionary positions that client
bought or sold in the account or a position the client elected to keep in their account that was
transferred from a prior custodian, etc. Deviations may also occur due to the inability to get all
mutual fund trades in before the market closes in the event a last minute trading decision is made
by Regatta. Occasionally, software issues or Internet access issues may also intervene.
12.2 Brokerage for client referrals
When selecting or recommending a broker dealer, neither Regatta nor a related person receives
client referral fees from a broker dealer or a third party.
12.3 Directed Brokerage Policy
Certain clients may direct Regatta as to the broker dealer through which to place trades in the
client’s account. Under these circumstances Regatta does not have the discretion to choose the
broker dealer or the commission rates to be paid on a trade-by-trade basis. In directing the use of
a particular broker or dealer, it should be understood that Regatta will not have authority to
negotiate commissions among various brokers on a trade by trade basis or to necessarily obtain
volume discounts, and best execution may not be achieved. In addition, a disparity in
commission charges may exist between the commissions charged to the client and those charged
to other clients that have not directed brokerage, or that have directed the use of a different
broker.
For clients in need of brokerage or custodial services, and depending on client circumstances and
needs, Regatta may recommend the use of one of several broker dealers (including, but not
limited to Fidelity or American Skandia), provided that such recommendation is consistent with
Regatta’s fiduciary duty to the client. Regatta clients must evaluate these brokers before opening
an account. The factors considered by Regatta when making this recommendation are the
broker's ability to provide professional services, Regatta's experience with the broker, the
broker's reputation, and the broker's quality of execution services and costs of such services,
among other factors. Clients are not under any obligation to effect trades through any
recommended broker. Regatta reserves the right to decline acceptance of any client account that
directs the use of a broker dealer if Regatta believes that use of the broker dealer would
adversely affect our ability to service the account or our fiduciary duty.
12.4 Fidelity
Regatta has an arrangement with National Financial Services, LLC and Fidelity Brokerage
Services LLC (collectively, and together with all affiliates, "Fidelity") through which Fidelity
provides Regatta with "institutional platform services." The institutional platform services
include, among others, brokerage, custody, and other related services. Fidelity's institutional
platform services that assist Regatta in managing and administering clients' accounts include
software and other technology that (i) provide access to client account data, such as trade
confirmations and account statements; (ii) facilitate trade execution and allocate aggregated trade
orders for multiple client accounts; (iii) provide research, pricing and other market data; (iv)
facilitate payment of fees from its clients' accounts; and (v) assist with back-office functions,
recordkeeping and client reporting.

Fidelity also offers other services intended to help guide Regatta in managing and
developing its advisory practice. Such services include, but are not limited to, access to
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discounts, performance reporting, financial planning software, customer relationship
management software, third party research, publications, invitations to educational
conferences, roundtables and webinars, practice management resources, access to
consultants and other third party service providers who provide a wide array of business
related services and technology with whom Regatta may contract directly with.
Regatta is independently operated and owned and is entirely independent from Fidelity.
Fidelity generally does not charge its advisor clients separately for custody services but is
compensated by account holders through commissions and other transaction-related or
asset-based fees for securities trades that are executed through Fidelity or that settle into
Fidelity accounts. Fidelity provides access to many no-load mutual funds and ETFs
without transaction charges and other no-load funds and ETFs at nominal transaction
charges.
It is Regatta's intention to primarily use mutual funds that are in Fidelity's Institutional Funds No
Transaction Fee (NTF) network or ETFs that do not have transaction fees. Purchases or sales of
funds in Fidelity's NTF mutual fund network do not result in commissions or transaction fees
being charged to a Client. However, short- term redemption fees may occasionally apply.
Funds that are purchased or sold that are not in Fidelity's Institutional Funds No Transaction Fee
(NTF) network or ETFs, are subject to a transaction fee on the purchase and sale and are paid by
the Client. The fee schedule for Funds that are purchased or sold that are not in Fidelity's
Institutional Funds or ETF No Transaction Fee (NTF) network, are listed below. Regatta may, at
its sole discretion, refund short-term redemption fees on mutual funds, ETFs, stocks, etc. to a
Client.
In some cases Regatta may choose the option of obtaining fixed income products such as bonds
or structured products from an outside vendor other than Fidelity. This action requires a Prime
Brokerage Services Agreement and is subject to certain federal/company guidelines. For use of
this service at Fidelity, an account is required to have a minimum account balance of $125,000
and a valid Prime Brokerage Service agreement. Fidelity will charge a $10.00 placement fee per
traded for certain fixed income and structured products obtained in this manner.
Regatta obtains in advance a one time, written discretionary authority to execute the type of
transactions it deems necessary to implement Regatta’s investment strategies selected by the
Client. However, such discretion does not extend to withdrawal of client funds, except where the
Client has authorized withdrawal of Client funds for investment management fees due to
Regatta, and then only to the extent of such fees.
Transaction Fee Funds Schedule via Trade Desk: Minimum trade fee for transaction fee trades
using the Trade Desk is $30.00.
Transaction Fee Trades utilizing Wealthscape: Minimum trade fee for transaction fee trades
using the Fidelity Wealthscape software is $30.00.
Trades for Equities via Trade Desk: Five cents a share with a minimum of $29.95 per trade.
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Trades for Equities via Wealthscape: 1–3,000 shares: $10.00 + $.010 for each additional share
above 3,000 shares. Maximum: 5% of Principal. All trades cannot exceed a maximum of 5% of
principal.
Trades Placed via International Desk: All countries except Canada $40 + 30 bps. Canada: under
$1.00 a share is .01/share and over $1.00 is .03/share.
Reduced stock trade commission schedule for eligible accounts:
The schedule below is available if an eligible account has over $1 million or if the clients have
several eligible accounts and the aggregate balance of those accounts is over $1 million. The
accounts must have a common Social Security number or address. Another option to receive
discounted trade costs is for all accounts under the Client’s Social Security number to have both
electronic statements and electronic trade confirmation. This reduction is available through both
automated and trade desk channels. This discount schedule is:
1 – 10,000 shares: $4.95 + $.010 for each additional share above 10,000 shares.
Fidelity Wealthscape Options Trades:
Online the cost is $4.95 per trade + .65 per contract. Via the trade desk $29.95 per trade + .65
per contract.
In the event an individual bond is purchased outside of Fidelity, Fidelity charges a transaction fee
of $20.00 on the purchase and on the sale.
The fee schedule for annuities Regatta manages are as follows:
(7) Prudential Investments: Prudential Investments charges a fee of $10 a trade after twenty
trades if not done online. Prudential Investments charges an annual account fee on
contracts less than $50,000 which is the lesser of $35 a year or 2% of the total value of all
investment options on the contract's anniversary date and on all surrenders.
(8) Jefferson National: As a custodian Jefferson National does not charge for what may be
considered excessive trading but certain fund families may have transaction fees built
into the sub-accounts and may limit the amount of trades per year. None of the subaccounts have a monetary penalty for excessive trading but may restrict future trading in
that particular ‘Investment Family’.
(9) TransAmerica: The Advisor Elite variable annuity fees range from 0.60%-1.90%.
Annuity fees include the following fees and ranges; Mortality and Administrative
Expense, $30-$35 annual fee, and investment option management fees. A fund
facilitation fee of up to 0.30% annually may apply for certain investment options.
For Prudential Investments and TransAmerica Advisor Elite, initial rider fees range from 0.45%1.90% annually, depending on the options chosen. The rider fee is deducted for each rider
quarter in arrears. For ‘Designated Allocation’ option fee calculation purposes, the rider fee will
be weighted based on the policy value in each respective group as of the beginning of each rider
quarter, and will be adjusted for certain policy activity during the rider quarter. The fee is an
annual percentage of the ‘Withdrawal Base’. See prospectus and other disclosure documents for
more information on fees, rider costs, etc.
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(10)
RetireOne: Fees range from 1% to 1.75% annually, depending on the Client’s
asset allocation and are based on the aggregate value of the ‘Covered Assets’. Fees are
assessed quarterly and can increase with in-force policies (subject to a maximum range of
1.75% to 2.50%). This fee is in addition to any charges imposed in connection with
Regatta and other services or charges (including sales loads or brokerage commissions)
imposed by (or in connection with) the ‘Eligible Assets’ in which Client are invested as
well as any fees that may apply if held in an IRA account.
Transferring Investments with CDSCs; B shares with remaining CDSCs, annuities, etc.
When considering exchanging variable annuity contracts with contingent deferred sales charges
(CDSC) or mutual funds with back-end fees, Client agrees to confirm in writing from a custodian
whether or not any surrender charges or penalties be incurred prior to exchanging.
(11)
Structured Product Selling Concessions: Fidelity Investments typically offers
“advisor friendly” structured products to fee-only advisors such as Regatta at a discount
or with more attractive pricing than those distributed through a commission based
structure. Investors receive the structured products net of all fees. A selling concession is
the amount of compensation based on the underwriting spread, or the difference between
what the public pays for the securities and what the issuing company receives from the
sale.

ITEM 13: Review of Accounts
Regatta periodically reviews client account and financial plans. Below we describe the reviews
and reviewers of the accounts and we include their frequency, different levels, and triggers
factors.
Securities held in various accounts are reviewed by Eric Greschner (Portfolio Manager), Rudy
Blanchard (Portfolio Manager) and Andrew Pool (Portfolio Manager/Trader) on a daily to
quarterly basis. Each Manager reviews a set of accounts specifically handled by that person.
These reviews focus on the analysis of all client's securities with respect to: portfolio objectives,
price action of securities, as well as domestic and international market conditions.
Individual accounts are reviewed by the aforementioned reviewers before and after a trade along
with the normal performance reviews. These reviews focus on proper trade executions and
overall allocation of assets within each portfolio.
Events that would trigger additional reviews include, but are not limited to, changes on client
objectives or financial status communicated to Regatta, domestic and international economic,
financial, political events, and other events that may affect financial positions.
The main account custodians or product issuers utilized are Fidelity, Prudential, Jefferson
National, Lightstone, Inland, and Community National Bank. Fidelity, Inland and Lightstone
provide monthly statements detailing transactions and account positions. CNL, Jackson National
Life, Jefferson National, and American Skandia provide quarterly statements detailing
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transactions and account positions. Clients whose accounts are held at these custodians also
receive a confirmation statement for each transaction on the account.

ITEM 14: Client Referrals and Other Compensation
Regatta does not receive referral fees from any person or entity. However, Regatta may also
enter into an agreement with a consultant/independent contractor, registered broker/dealers, or
sales representatives to refer potential clients to Regatta. If the potential client introduced by the
consultant/independent contractor becomes a Client of Regatta, Regatta will share the consulting
fee or an ongoing share of the quarterly management fee in accordance with a written Solicitor’s
Agreement. These arrangements create a conflict of interest to the extent that such a referral is
not necessarily “unbiased” as the solicitor is, at least partially, motivated by financial gain.
Therefore, such a referral may be made even if our advisory services are not the most suitable to
a particular client’s needs. As these situations present a conflict of interest, we have established
the following restrictions in order to ensure our fiduciary responsibilities:
1. All such referral fees are paid in accordance with the requirements of Rule 206(4)-3 of
the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, and any corresponding state securities law
requirements;
2. If the client is introduced to us by an unaffiliated solicitor, the solicitor, at the time of the
solicitation, will disclose the nature of his/her/its solicitor relationship and provide each
prospective client with a copy of our Form ADV Part 2 Brochure, together with a copy of
the written disclosure statement from the solicitor to the client disclosing the terms of the
solicitation arrangement between our firm and the solicitor, including the compensation
to be received by the solicitor from us; and
3. All referred clients will be carefully screened to ensure that our fees, services, and
investment strategies are suitable to their investment needs and objectives.
Under no circumstances will a referred client pay more if they come to Regatta Research &
Money Management, L.L.C. directly. Any consultant will not be an employee, agent, officer or
affiliate of Regatta and shall have the status of "independent contractor". For purpose of this
section, an affiliate of Regatta shall mean any person controlling, controlled by, or under
common control with Regatta. The Consultant is not authorized to act in any way on behalf of
Regatta. The Consultant is not authorized to enter any agreement or undertaking on behalf of
Regatta with any person or organization. Regatta may provide marketing support or services to
assist its solicitors and their firms. This support may take the form of payment of certain
expenses, such as fees to allow Regatta to participate in sales conferences of the soliciting firms,
to present seminars for existing and prospective clients, to cover expenses for attendance at
informational meetings held by Regatta at its offices or other locations, and reimbursement of
costs for sales promotional activities.

ITEM 15: Custody
Clients will receive account statements from the broker-dealer, bank or other qualified custodian
and clients should carefully review these statements. Clients will also receive quarterly billing
statements from Regatta and should compare the account statements from the custodian with the
billing statements they receive from Regatta.
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Regatta does not and will not have direct custody of client's funds or securities, only
management authority. The Client agrees that all initial and future contributions, stock
certificates, etc. shall be sent directly to the custodian and not to Regatta. Regatta may also
suggest that clients use a custodian other than a broker-dealer, such as a bank or trust company.
All such custodians are unaffiliated with Regatta and contract directly with the Client.
Payments of management fees and service fees may be made to Regatta (on a quarterly basis) by
the custodian holding the Client's funds and securities only when all three of the following
criteria are met:
a) Regatta's Client provides written authorization permitting Regatta's fees to be paid directly
from the client's account held by the custodian.
b) Regatta sends the Client an invoice showing the asset value upon which the fee was
calculated, the fee percentage applied to the asset value, and the resulting amount due.
c) The custodian sends a statement at least quarterly to the Client indicating advisory fees paid
directly to Regatta, as well as other disbursements from the account.
Regatta requires that clients open and maintain an account with the appropriate custodian for
each Regatta portfolio that the Client is investing in. Client accounts may be established at one or
more ‘Investment Families’. An Investment Family refers to a mutual fund complex, insurance
company, brokerage firm, REIT company, trust company, etc.

ITEM 16: Investment Discretion
Regatta has authority to determine, without specific client consent, the securities to be bought or
sold and in what amount, through the account custodians and brokerages, by virtue of a Limited
Power of Authority. The authority solely allows Regatta trading authority and the authority to
transfer funds to another account in the Client's name with the identical account registration type.
Clients may place limitation on Regatta’s authority to manage securities accounts on behalf of
clients, such as low cost basis, socially responsible investments, etc. All restrictions must be
specifically noted and signed by client the Client Investment Policy Statement. At no time may
Regatta or its personnel withdraw funds to itself or to a third party, with the exception of
management fees and service fees as outlined below. The allocation of securities and the
securities invested in within the Client's account may vary from other clients of similar risk
profile from time to time depending on the nature of the Client's financial situation, the date the
assets are transferred to the custodians, the value of the assets brought over (some funds have
investment minimums) etc.
All commissions and fees paid to brokers and to custodians are determined by their standard fee
schedule for the services rendered. Regatta will not seek the Client's approval prior to these
commissions and fees being paid.
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ITEM 17: Voting Client Securities
Regarding Proxy Voting, Regatta will not vote, or give any advice about how to vote proxies
held in the Client's Account(s). Regatta will not vote or give any advice on the making of
elections relative to any mergers, acquisitions, tender offers, bankruptcy procedures or other
types of events pertaining to any Assets held by the Client. If the Client's account(s) is for a
pension or other employee benefit plan governed by ERISA, Client directs Regatta not to vote
for proxies held in the Account(s) because the right to vote proxies has been reserved to the
plan's trustees. Clients may obtain a copy of Regatta’s proxy voting policies and procedures
upon request.

ITEM 18: Financial Information
There are currently no financial conditions that are reasonably likely to impair our ability to meet
contractual commitments to clients.

